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Village club
centenary
celebration

Pipe band growing
successes

Then...

John Muir

S

Alastair Smith

I

n June next year the Hall Management Committee of
the Village Club are holding a few days of fun and
games for the village to celebrate the Centenary Year of
the Club.
The Club was gifted to the village by the Yarrow
family in 1911 and since
then has been a source ...Now
of great enjoyment for
the local community,
being used for all kinds
of celebrations and
meetings as well as
exercise classes, charity
events and many more.
We are inviting
all of the various
organisations in the

The Village Club as it looked in its early days. Notice the
gentleman posing on the embankment.
village to take part, in whatever way they can, to help the
celebrations reflect the invaluable asset the Club has been to
all of us, old and young alike.
Please contact our Programme Co-ordinator, David
Anderson on 770669 and let us know how you would like to
participate in our celebration.

Hospital Services

What has changed and what has stayed the same
Patsy Fischbacher

H

new FVRH, services are being transferred
across on a phased basis. The first phase
was to move a wide range of inpatient,
outpatient and day services from Falkirk
and District Royal Infirmary. This is now
complete and the new hospital opened
its doors to patients at the beginning of
August. The second phase, which will
provide acute mental health inpatient
services, is also complete and The Mental
Health Unit will start treating patients at the
end of this month (September 2010). Phase

ospital services in Forth Valley
are changing, beginning with the
opening of the new Forth Valley
Royal Hospital at Larbet, but none of
these changes will affect the existing rights
of GP’s to refer patients to hospitals in
Glasgow as some people have feared. It
is up to the GP and the patient to decide
which is the most suitable hospital for the
particular circumstance. Another concern
has been that attending
a hospital in Greater
Glasgow might adversely
affect the provision of
follow up care provided
by Forth Valley or
Stirling Council. This is
not the case; however
it does sometimes take
a while for the transfer
arrangements to get put in
place, but this can happen
even when there is no
cross over from one health
board area to another. As
for which hospital you
will be taken to in the New Forth Valley Royal Hospital
case of an emergency,
the
ambulance
will
always take you to the nearest accident and three will see a wide range of inpatient,
emergency centre.
outpatient and day services transferred
from Stirling Royal Infirmary in July 2011.
New Forth Valley Royal Hospital
The Minor Injuries Unit in Falkirk and the
A&E Department in Stirling will continue
The £300m facility is the largest to operate as normal until July 2011 when
NHS construction project ever built in these services will move across as part of
Scotland and one of the most modern the final phase.
and well equipped hospitals in Europe.
It contains 860 beds/day care spaces, 16 Community hospitals
operating theatres, 4,000 rooms and UK’s
first robotic supply and delivery system.
The new FVRH is to be supported
Fortunately I am not able to give you a by four community hospitals, in Stirling,
firsthand account but it does look pretty Falkirk, Clackmannanshire and Bo’ness.
smart on the brochure!
This means there will continue to be a wide
Due to the sheer size and scale of the range of health services locally as well as
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providing an integrated
network of care across
Forth Valley. However,
if anyone needs to
attend the new hospital for an operation or
emergency care they will, in many cases,
be able to receive follow up treatment and
support in their local community hospital.
Stirling Community Hospital
Stirling Community Hospital is to
be developed on the existing Stirling
Royal Infirmary site. Work should start in
early 2012 and be completed by summer
2013 (provided there are no technical
hitches!). It will provide a wide range of
outpatient services, a GP out-of-hoursservices, a minor injuries unit, and a
minor illness service. It will also provide
inpatient services for patients who require
rehabilitation, palliative and continuing
care.

Apology

W

e’ve done it again – goofed. The
trouble with girls growing up in the
community then getting married is that
some of us of maturer age don’t keep up
with it all.
We – that is, I – did not give Kate Moffat
her proper name in the last issue. She is, of
course, Kate Fraser, and we (I) apologise
profusely to Kate and her husband, Pete,
for the faux pas.

The cover photograph is of Liffy
grazing in the ‘bumpy field
(faraway field!)’ on a misty
morning and was taken by Bob
Sharp.

The next issue will be in
December. The deadline for
articles is 20 November.

ince the last issue of the Blane, the band had
another very successful piping night in the
Edmonstone Hall where they were treated to
a marvellous Piping Concert by the Inverary Pipe
Band with solo performances by Pipe Major Stuart
Liddle – one of the world’s top solo players.
The band wish to thank J D Bilsland, Reflux
Blue and Jim MacPherson for their support for this
event.
The band has performed at local functions
throughout the summer in Blanefield/Strathblane,
Killearn and Drymen, (including the Drymen
Show) and can be heard every Thursday evening
entertaining the tourists at Drymen Square.
At competitions the band gained 1st and 2nd
prizes at Ardrossan, Cumnock, Helensburgh and Strathendrick pipe band at Rothesay Highland Games
Paisley and took part in the World Pipe Band
Championship last month where they unfortunately just missed out on a Thursday evening at 7 p.m.
in the qualifying round.
The band management committee would like to thank all
The band has progressed under the leadership of Pipe Major their supporters for their backing and sponsorship at fund raising
Colin Johnston and we hope to build on this by offering tuition to functions. This has enabled the band to be re- equipped in a very
young beginners aged 9 and upwards who wish to learn to play the short space of time and it is very much appreciated.
bagpipes or drums. Anyone wishing to learn should contact me on
The next function to be held is a ceilidh/dance on 30 October
771025, any band member or come along to the Edmonstone Hall 2010 and tickets can be purchased from any band member.

In case you
wondered...

Bridge Club

ecently, you may have seen Scottish
Water working on Milndavie Road
with regular visits from a tanker. This was
not a repeat of the problems that existed in
that area and Moor Road in the winter, but
was because of a general lowering of water
pressure in the whole village. The system
was topped up with water from Milngavie.
If you want to find out more, come to
the CC meeting on Monday 4 October when
someone from Scottish Water will explain
what the problems have been in our area.

trathblane Bridge Club moved into
its 32nd year when it restarted on the
2nd September at the Strathblane Country
Club. Please try to arrive at 7.15pm to
allow a prompt start at 7.30pm.
We believe we offer a friendly, relaxed
atmosphere while taking our bridge playing
seriously so if you are considering joning
a club, why not give us a try; you’ll get a
warm welcome. As a start, contact us on
0141 577 9137, leave a message and we’ll
call you back.

R

Give us a try

S

News from the Lifeboats
Vivienne Mackay

F

irstly I would like to say a great
many thanks to the communites of
Blanefield, Strathblane and Mugdock
for your generous donations this
year during the house to house
collection in June.
In particular to the 19 helpers
in the Blanefield area who gave
of their time and effort this year
to knock on doors and collect on
behalf of the charity.
We have had incredible support over
the years and would like to give special
thanks to the team of people in our villages
who make and have made the difference
over the years.
Our combined community raised
a grand sum of £3188.35 (Blanefield/
Strathblane & Mugdock £958.19, Balfron
£823.69, Killearn £830 and Buchlyvie
£576.57).
This is a great amount and the Lifeboats

would like to pass on to all members,
helpers and friends of the institution their
sincere thanks for your splendid support.
If you feel you could give a couple of
hours of your time once or twice a year
and would like to be one of
the team in 2011 please get in
touch. Once a year we have a
fundraising concert cheese &
wine around May, and are one
of the lucky charities to take
part in the WRI coffee morning
in October time. The door to
door collection is also only once a year in
June.
The RNLI is the charity that saves lives
at sea.
For information on how to help locally
please contact either Maureen Meredith,
chairperson of the Strathendrick Branch of
fundraisers on Tel: 440603 or me, Vivienne
Mackay, secretary and local door to door
organiser for the Blanefield/Strathblane &
Mugdock area Tel: 771987.

Repetitive
noises in the
valley
David Williamson

A

s I enjoy the beautiful views which
make up the Blane Valley (from our
conservatory) I am aware of the repetitive
noises – some as nature intended – which
make up living and enjoying retiral in
Blanefield. I refer mainly to barking dogs
– not to mention birds which also make up
the sounds of a rural community.
Other noises which to my ear intrude
on the peace and tranquility of the Blane
Valley area are............ well there aren’t any!
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View from the Police Office
David McNally,
Community Police Officer

W

hen the school summer holidays
come around, things generally
quieten down in the west
Stirlingshire villages. This year has been
no different in Blanefield and Strathblane
where June, July and August (so far) have
been relatively uneventful.
The Mugdock area however continues
to be busy. During the period of July into
August there have been a number of issues
and ‘trends’ which I and other officers from
Balfron Police Office have been trying to
disrupt.
Large groups of
youths (and
occasionally adults) continue to congregate
in the area of Dumbrock (Abies) Loch on
Craigend Farm. Other persons frequently
camp in the vicinity of the loch. Often,
those congregating in this area conduct
themselves in a manner which is damaging
to the environment. Litter is discarded and

trees are cut down to make fires. Noise
nuisance is also a problem and I am aware
that on occasions noise carries from this
area as far as Moor Road and Old Mugdock
Road.
Whilst police officers visit this area as
much as possible at peak times, I would

appeal to anyone who visits this area to
contact the police if you see or hear any
behaviour you are unhappy with.
Keep an eye out for subtle things.
Irresponsible campers have been known to
cut up agricultural fencing, or cut down live
trees for camp fires. Have you seen anyone

Childrens Hearing System
Margaret Gordon Anderson

F

ancy becoming a Panel Member
of the Children’s Hearing System?
Qualifications: All that is required
is that you are over eighteen years of age
and were once a child yourself! YES
THAT MEANS YOU. I have been a Panel
Member in the Glasgow North Area for
almost four years and am really pleased to
have taken on the challenge.
I had an initial interview and once
accepted, began my training.
The training comprises of one day
every two weeks for five months which will
include some evenings. There are various
days to choose from, so hopefully one
would be suitable. The thought of going
back to school may be daunting, but believe
me you are supported extremely well all

the way through and you meet lots of new
and interesting people from all walks of
life along the way.
Once training is completed you are
expected to do a minimum of twelve
Hearings per year. The Hearings take
place weekday mornings or afternoons (on
rare occasions in the evening) and some
employers will allow time off for this.
The Panel consists of three members
(a mixture of men and women) and is
supported by a Children’s Reporter who is
there for advice on legal matters. You are
sent details of the cases to be heard, about
ten days in advance which allows you time
to study and take notes of the background
of the children coming to the Hearing.
We see a wide variety of children at
the Hearings including many teenage boys
and girls who have decided that school is

Children Experiencing Domestic
Abuse Recovery

T

4

he CEDAR Project has been running
in Forth Valley for the past 1½
years. CEDAR means Children
Experiencing Domestic Abuse
Recovery. We run a 12 week
group-work Programme to help
children talk about hurting and
fighting in their families. Women
also have the opportunity to go
to a mothers group where they
can talk about their experiences
and learn how to support their
children overcome some of the difficulties
they have had. Susan runs the children’s
groups and Joyce runs the mothers groups.
Some key things we talk about are: how
to keep safe, feelings (in particular how to
deal with anger), and we support women
and children to understand that they are
not to blame for what has happened in their
families. We have lots of fun, games and
great snacks as well as dealing with some

very serious things that have happened.
Coming to the groups helps children and
mothers gain confidence and self-esteem.
We take referrals from any
agency working with children
and families i.e. Health services,
Education, Social Work, Police,
Housing Woman’s Aid, Voluntary
groups…. and also self-referrals
from mothers.
Children who come to CEDAR
are aged between 4 years and 16
years old. We always ensure that children
are in a similar age group. Once we have
received a referral we then meet with the
children and their Mums to find out what
has happened and whether coming to the
groups will be helpful.
If you think that CEDAR can help you and
your children, or if you want more information,
please contact us on 07717544537 (Joyce) or
07717544502 (Susan).

camping in possession of saws or petrol
cans? If you do see any signs of this, don’t
get involved but please contact the police.
Elsewhere in Mugdock issues have
arisen over the last few months with vehicles
being broken into. Without exception these
incidents occur when items of value are left
in view within a vehicle. If you do visit the
area, make sure valuables are out of sight
before you park the car. Vehicles have been
broken into in the various car parks when
drivers have been seen removing bags from
the front of the car and placing them in the
boot.
The issues I have mentioned above
are very much a seasonal problem. It is
to be expected that towards the end of
September the area will become quieter.
In the meantime local police officers will
continue to visit the area regularly.
If you do see anything you are concerned
about please contact us immediately on
01360 440220.

not for them. Try asking a fourteen year
old why they don’t go to school – the
response is usually a grunt! Our job is to
find a way to get them back into some form
of education before boredom might tempt
them into serious trouble. It is so amazing
when you break through their silence and
help to open doors for them.
Contrary to a popular belief, the
majority of our cases are not young people
getting into trouble. Mostly we hear
of children whose home environment,
physical or emotional falls below that
acceptable. We try hard to make sure they
get the resources they need for a better
chance in life.
At all times, when looking at the case
before us, the child’s rights are paramount
(“The child is a person not an object of
concern “ - Dame Butler-Sloss).
Look out for the adverts for the
Children’s Hearings in the local and
national papers. They should appear in the
next few weeks. If you have any questions,
you would like answered, we would be
happy to hear from you – Margaret Gordon
Anderson 770669 or Alastair L Smith
770120.
We welcome comments on
anything that appears in the
newsletter. Please write to
the editor, Mike Fischbacher
at:
4, Southview Road
Strathblane G63 9JQ
or email:
theblane@strathblanefield.org.uk
( 01360 770716
v

v

v

v

v

To contact Stirling Council,
phone 0845 277 7000
Email: info@stirling.gov.uk

Blane Women’s
Rural

Woodland
Light or ‘Lite’

Morag Roy

Douglas Flynn
Countryside Ranger

T

he 2010/2011 Session of the Blane
Women’s Rural commences on
Thursday 16 September in the
Lower Edmonstone Hall at 7.30 p.m.
Membership for the year is £15 and £2
for a Visitor.
At the first meeting we will be taken
on a video tour of “Lesser Known Parts of
Glasgow” and in November we will have
an insight into the history and ongoing
work of “Maggie’s Centre” the Cancer
Care Organisation.
As you can see, our programmes are
extremely varied and interesting so please
come along and join us. New members
will be made most welcome.
Our Charities Coffee Morning will
take place on Saturday 16 October at 10.30
am in the Edmonstone Hall. Entrance fee
£1.00 which includes tea/coffee and home
baking.

Volunteers
needed to help
local families

L

ocal charity Home-Start Stirling is
urgently looking for parents and
grandparents who can give up some
of their time to help families with young
children in the area.
Part of a national organisation, HomeStart Stirling recruits and trains volunteers
- who are all parents themselves - to support
families with at least one child under five,
in their own homes.
A family might be experiencing
difficulties because of a death in the family,
or a multiple birth, the disability or illness
of a parent or child – or maybe just because
they are very young, or separated from
their own families.
Volunteers give up a few hours a week
to spend time with a young family to give
them a bit of encouragement, support and
sometimes practical help – something
as simple as taking the baby out to give
mum a bit of break can make an enormous
difference.
The people who volunteer for HomeStart don’t have any specialist skills, or
have childcare qualifications, but they do
have their own invaluable experiences as a
parent to draw on.
Once they have been through a
preparation course, volunteers are
‘matched’ with a family, and then visit
them in their own homes. Sometimes the
help and support is only needed for a few
weeks; other times the visits might last
over a year.
To find out more about becoming a
home visiting volunteer, contact HomeStart on 01786 445314.
You can also find out more about
Home-Start by visiting:
www.homestartstirling.co.uk.

A

long, long time ago in a
place not very far away,
a large section of play
equipment in the playpark was
set alight. This incident occurred
in June 2000 and was only one
of many little problems with
vandalism at the playpark. But,
there seemed to be a quite simple Neil Fischbacher, Council Rangers Jennifer Davidson
way to lessen the likelihood of and Douglas Flynn, Patsy Fischbacher, Lewis
this reoccurring and that was to McFarlane and Mum Sheila, Jamie & Drew (who
make the playpark more visible helped tidy the habitat piles), Bruce Taylor, Stephen
to the residents of Park Place and McCooey and Anne Scott worked to thin out the
Dumbrock Drive. So, armed with woodland at Park Place. Others who helped over the
the right tools and full of energy, two days, and not in the photo, were Claire Bird (SC
a small (but significant) group of ranger), Rodger Simpson, Derek Ingram, Dick Arnold,
locals set about thinning the small Craig Dunn, Morven Bulloch and Ruaraidh Brown.
(but dense) woodland beside the
playpark. After permission from Stirling we were still not satisfied with the result.
Council was given, we set a date to tackle So, we decided to do it all again. The
job needed finishing so we made a
commitment to return in a fortnight
and complete the work. After the first
day of action it was looking good, but
by the end of the second day we were
justified in giving ourselves a hearty
pat on the back. Speaking of pats, big
thanks must go to Patsy (Fischbacher),
without whom none of this would have
happened. She was the driving force
who banged on doors, thus ensuring
we had a decent number of workers
for the task. How she managed to
persuade them to do it twice, I’ll never
know.
The play equipment is now
The thinning of the woodland increases visibility visible to the surrounding area and
and helps the security for children and equipment local residents will be able to keep
a watchful eye on the site and their
children. There is also the added
bonus that the whole area has a much
the woodland.
It was 13 July, the summer was here and more open feel to it with views to the hills,
so were the volunteers. Eleven enthusiastic without the barrier of the woodland. More
folk turned up at 10am and had to endure light onto the woodland floor should also
the safety talk and tools demonstration mean a good show of bluebells come next
from the Stirling Council Rangers before spring. Many thanks to those that gave up
being let loose on the trees. It was hard their time to do this worthwhile work. You
work and we kept at it until after 3pm, but know who you are, cheers.

Protecting our play
areas

A

car was driven over the football field and
damaged the pitch. The padlock on the
bollard has since been replaced and needs
to be kept locked. A car was also driven into the
playpark for no good reason. A vigilant resident
moved the stone at the library to block the path
and teach them a lesson. It took the driver halfan-hour to get his car out.
Sadly, the new equipment was vandalised but
Stirling Council promptly repaired it. Damage
can be caused by thoughtlessness as well as by
vandalism. Parents, please ask your children to
be sensible – no bikes on play equipment.
Please look out for any suspicious behaviour and take the numbers of any vehicles
involved and report them to the police on 440220.

Visit the Community Website @

www.strathblanefield.org.uk
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A tale of two
cities... well,
not quite

Speed and Traffic Management
Plan for the A81

Is this the plan that Willie has for us (see next
column) to improve traffic management?
It is certainly novel, although some drivers
would like to have it on the wish list.

History
Those of you with a long
memory will recall that there was
a lot of lobbying and arm twisting
before Stirling Council realised
we were serious about having an
effective and holistic speed and traffic
management plan for the A81 through the
village. We were eventually presented with
the Atkins proposals in 2004. Some of the
proposals were agreed to and installed.
The design of other elements was modified
before becoming part of our street scape.
The design process for the proposed
roundabout at the junction with Ballewan
Crescent is scheduled to go ahead this
September.
Of course, we have no idea when funds
for the construction might be allocated.
SCC is well aware of wide spread
misgivings about the effectiveness of the
zebra crossing. Following representations
from SCC and individuals, Stirling Council
has agreed to re-examine all factors
associated with this installation.

Cameron Gibson, Koolewong, Oz

D

uring a family holiday in Tasmania
earlier this year we unexpectedly
bumped into a quiet little village
called Strathblane. It’s on the Huon
Highway South of Hobart on the road to
Hastings caves. But there is no ‘Strath’ and
there is no ‘Blane’; in fact it has none of
the features that I associate with, what I
assume is, the original. No pub, no school,
no shops, not even a bus stop! There is
the Esperance river which is a bit more
impressive than ‘the burn’ but technically
it doesn’t even run through it.
I had hoped there may be a world of
Strathblanes out there and that this might
be the start of a big trip to visit them all.
But a quick search on Google maps reveals
there are only two, us and them, and my big
trip was already complete. It also appears
that I have also already been to the world’s
only Blanefield. It is unique, but I think we
knew that already.

Drymen and District
Local History Society

W

hether you want to research topics of
local history or just hear from others
you will be made welcome by Drymen and
District Local History Society.
The Society presents illustrated talks
on local history on seven nights throughout
the winter. Meetings are held in Drymen
Village Hall on the fourth Thursday of
each month September to November and
January to April, starting at 7.45pm.
The first meeting of our 2010/11
programme will be on 23rd September,
when Euan Mackie will speak on
“Excavations in the Kilpatrick Hills”.
Details of our programme of talks are on
our web site: www.drymen-history.org.uk
To join contact our Treasurer:Peter Smith, 7 Napier Road, Killearn, G63 9PB
( 01360 550726
E-mail: drymen.history@virgin.net
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Or just come along to a meeting.

Willie Oswald

Wish List
The proposals for the two central
sections of the village, Area 4 and 5 in

the Atkins Report, from about
Kirkhouse Road to just before
the shops and then on to past the
War Memorial were never agreed
to. We as a community require
to have a clear focus on our long
term desires for this part of the
village. I propose two courses of
action. One is to establish a “Wish List”,
to develop a portfolio of ideas. I will be
happy for anyone to contact me with their
suggestion(s). Despite the good work of
Robert Flashman and his team 3 or 4 years
ago, we should have a fresh look at the
issues. Some ideas were published in The
Blane some time ago, and are already on
file. Clearly there may well be overlapping
ideas and even contradictory ones. The
other is to establish a small working party
of interested people to sift the contributions
and discard those that may not be viable or
legal. Any volunteers? Whatever proposals
are finally agreed to, there will have to
be a balance between the safety of all
road users, the interests of residents and
businesses and the free flow of traffic, with
road safety paramount.

Got an idea for Willie’s
‘Wish List’? Contact him on
( 770497

Strathendrick
Singers

Senior Citizens
Club

Alison Brown

Beatrice Leckie

o you enjoy singing? Maybe you
have sung in choirs before? Have
you enjoyed one of our concerts?
Are you thinking about joining a choir?
Strathendrick Singers are a local choir
that has been enjoying music for over 30
years. Our repertoire ranges from large
choral works to Scottish songs and includes
a piece that we commissioned from local
composer Sally Beamish.
We rehearse in on Monday nights
from September to April and perform
Christmas Concerts and a Spring Concert.
This year’s Christmas Concerts will be in
Killearn Kirk on Friday 10th December,
and in St Mary’s,
Aberfoyle on Sunday
12th December.
We
are
now
auditioning for new
members. Vacancies
exist in all voices but
we are particularly
interested in increasing
our tenor section.

RE YOU 18 OR OVER? Then the
Senior Citizen’s Club would be
delighted to welcome you to their
Tuesday evenings in the Edmonstone Hall.
The new season starts on Tuesday
28th September at 7.30 p.m. and continues
thereafter every second Tuesday when a
varied programme of entertainment is on
offer. The Annual Subscription is only
£5 and this includes an excellent supper
supplied by the hard working committee.
New members will be made most
welcome. Please come along and enjoy
a night out without having to travel any
distance.

D

Rehearsals are on
Monday
evenings
7.30pm – 10.00pm
For more details
about rehearsal venue
and arrangements for
an audition please
phone me on 01360
660737.

A

The Kirk

Church Vacancy

S

ince the retirement of Rev. Alex Green
in January this year, Strathblane Parish
Church has been actively seeking a new
minister, and a sole nominee, Rev. Murdo
Maclean, has now been invited to preach
at the morning service in the church on
Sunday 12th September at 11am.

Scottish Friends of L’Abri
Dr David Smith
author and formerly lecturer at
The International Christian College
“From Gospel City to Style City:
Changing Perceptions of
Glasgow”
Saturday 9 October 2010
Kirkrooms. Strathblane
10.30am – 2pm
Cost £8 (including lunch)
Further information from:
Brian and Isabel Kelman
( 770563

The Guild
Margaret Livingston

O

ne
of
the
consolations
of
summer
drawing to a close is
the re-commencement
of
our
Autumn/
Winter
activities.
We,
at
the
Guild,
are looking forward to
our
Monday evening meetings commencing on
4 October at 7.30 pm.
As usual, the committee has tried
to provide a varied and wide-ranging
programme in the hope that there will be
something for everyone. A lovely supper is
always provided at the end of the evening
and the chat comes as standard!
If you haven’t tried our Guild we
extend a very warm welcome and would
encourage you to come along and give us
a try.
Remember: Monday 4th October at
7.30 p.m. in the Kirkrooms and every
alternate Monday thereafter.

Starship Discovery
Sylvia Armstrong

S

pace was the theme
and ‘Discovery’ was
the objective of this
year’s children’s holiday
club.
Each morning from
13 to 15 August about 46
children aged from five
to eleven were welcomed
on board the Starship
Discovery (AKA the Kirk
Rooms, but absolutely
unrecognisable as such
after a radical makeover!), Fun, stories, games and much more on
for stories, games, singing, board the Starship Discovery
competitions, puzzles and
space themed handcrafts
and snacks. On the final day parents and only about space but also about Jesus and
friends were invited for a buffet supper his love for them.
to see what the children had been doing
and to hear from them and the starship
e hope to hold another afternoon
commander (alias Lynne James) about
event some time over the next couple
some of the discoveries they had made, not of months, so watch this space....!

W

An honourable man
Neil Rae – from his address at his
Father’s funeral

T

o my Dad a compass was a passport to
adventure on the sea and in the hills;
a guide through the storm. He taught
me to read a compass when I was seven on
a fine summer’s day sitting on our boat,
Sandpiper, when becalmed on Millarochy
Bay. It is a skill that has stood by me and
has indeed carried me safe through desert
sandstorms and across dark winter hills.
He also passed on to me his moral compass
– he was the most honourable man that I
have known. He had a powerful sense of
right and wrong that was quite out of step
with the murky greys of our modern world.
He came from a close knit family. His
parents Robert and Helen, gave all of their
children strong wills and independent
minds, whilst encouraging their creativity.
He met my Mother on a blind date, when
going to a party outside Biggar with his best
friend Bill Gray. After a lengthy courtship,
during which she joined the Royal Air
Force, they were married in Cumbria.
He believed that the profession that
he joined as an insurance broker was
entirely honourable and essential. As a
broker his role was to provide help to
those in their times of greatest upset and
to always achieve the best for his client.
He was a skilled negotiator, well practiced
at extracting the best package from the
Glasgow insurance market, and he enjoyed
the development and carrying through of a
strategy for his clients.
He was deeply saddened by the
increasingly aggressive environment of the
modern business world, where people have
often become a cost, rather than a source
of value, to the business. I have seen in my
own life how business can exact a ruthless
and all too human cost in the pursuit of
profit and I know that he felt the full weight
of that in his last days in business.

Brian Rae passed away on 7
June after a long illness.
Brian’s beliefs, his honesty and his
place in the world as a gentleman will
always be my guide.

Blair Armstrong

B

rian was a founder member of
the Blane Valley Carbon Neutral
Group and played a significant and
important part in the organisation. He
was instrumental in arranging many of
the successful activities organised by the
group.
His wise advice and counsel was greatly
appreciated, and acted on, by the ‘team’.
Brian was a tireless advocate for the
environment and this was demonstrated in
his involvement in many other environment
related organisations. However, it is for his
support, commitment and dedication to
the work of the BVCNG that he will be
particularly, and fondly, remembered by us.
We think with sympathy of Tricia,
Brian’s wife, at this sad time.

Coffee morning for
charities
Edmonstone Hall
Saturday 16 october 2010
10.30 am – 12.30 pm £1.00
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Good season at the Bowling Club
Susan MacDonald

T

he Club has enjoyed a
good season this year
with the weather having
been reasonably kind and not
necessitating many cancellations
of games. The Ladies’ Section has
had some success this year with
one of our members through to
play in the Scottish Singles Final at
Ayr and three ladies playing in the
two bowl triples Scottish Finals in
Edinburgh.
In May the Scottish Women’s
Internationalists had their dress
rehearsal on our green and in 2010 Gents’ and Ladies’ champions Malcolm
August we held a Charity game MacLean (I thought he was too old to play bowls with competitors from all over Ed) and Morag Wallace.
Scotland.
This year we are honoured to
n order to keep this great facility for
have the President of the Scottish Women’s
the future we do need to increase our
Bowling Assoc., Eileen McCaig as one of our membership – especially the Ladies’
section.
members.
Bowling is a very social sport with the
We have had many compliments from
visitors on the appearance of our green, advantage of fresh air and gentle exercise.
which is arguably the best in the area. The No prior skill or knowledge is required as
thanks for this go to our green keeper, club coaching is given at the Club on Monday
member Alan McLean and his band of evenings at 6.45 p.m. Do come and give it
a try.
helpers.

I

The Fun Hut
Kate Baxter

A

s
the
Fun Hut
reopened
after the summer
holidays on 18
August, the parents and carers of the preschoolers of the village breathed a sigh
of relief and flocked back to the Kirk
Rooms for a coffee and a catch-up, while
the children got stuck straight in
to the toys. It was also great to
welcome a number of new “minifunhutters” who have arrived over
the summer – there is no danger
of the Strathblane Primary School
roll falling in 2015!
Behind the scenes, the
committee has already been busy
planning some much-needed
fundraising ideas. (Most people
won’t know that, to make the Fun
Hut affordable, we only take in just
under half the required running
costs in fees and the difference
has to be met with fundraising.)
The committee works hard to
come up with a variety of events
throughout the year which combine fun and
profitability, and the forthcoming schedule
should have something to offer everyone:

•
•
•
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Michael Buble tribute night – Friday 22
October (probably one for the ladeez!)
Race night with Blane Thistle FC –
date TBC
Family Christmas Fair – Saturday 4
December

By the time of printing we should also
have had our second Fun Hut/Blane Valley
Inn quiz night. This is back by popular
demand after a great time was had by all
last year. Many thanks go to Stuart at the
Blane Valley for his generous support of
this event.
We would welcome and encourage
any support for our events. Further
details will be available nearer the time
on the strathblanefield website or via local

advertising – keep your eyes out. Or for a
very easy way to help the Fun Hut from the
comfort of your own armchair…
Do you shop on-line? If so, you can
raise funds for the Fun Hut by doing just
that! Just go to www.easyfundraising.
org.uk/tfh and register. You will find over
2000 well known stores and retail websites
taking part, each offering different
amounts of donations (up to 15%) on your

Jo Lynch

B

a l f r o n
Barracudas
Swimming
Club is primarily
a
recreational
club that aims
to improve the
strength, fitness and
ability of swimmers,
often after they have reached the end of
learn-to-swim classes, but it also meets the
needs of swimmers who haven’t time to
train the required 4-5 times a week which
competitive clubs often expect.
The club is currently Club of the Year in
Stirling and thrived under its Head Coach,
Hatty Floyd. Hatty has now completed her
Honours Degree at Strathclyde and gone
travelling around the globe, leaving Sheila
McFarlane as Coach Co-ordinator, with a
pool of experienced coaches.
Sheila and a few others completed
their Level 1 Coaching course earlier this
year, and Sheila and Keiran Boland have
recently undertaken the taxing Level 2
Coaching course.
The club has just managed to secure
a further session of coaching time at
Balfron High School and now meets there
on Saturdays, Mondays and Thursdays,
during term time. The club is almost at
full capacity at present, with 70 swimmers,
but we have a waiting list which turns over
relatively regularly and are always happy
to hear from swimmers who would like to
join us.
The club has Timing Nights at the
end of the Autumn and Spring terms and
some swimmers enter the Trojan Meet, in
Whitburn, at the end of May. There were
a great handful of medals again this year,
and the club came 4th overall, swimming
against strong competition.
For further information see the club
website: www.balfronbarracudas.org.uk
or email info@balfronbarracudas.org.uk.

purchases. You will probably find you are
already shopping on line with some of
them: Amazon, Argos, Boots, M&S, eBay,
etc. Once you have registered, you have to
remember to go to EASYFUNDRAISING
every time you shop on-line and then link
to the retailer you want, to make sure that
the Fun Hut gets its donation. It is that
easy, and doesn’t cost you a penny!
The children’s diaries are also looking
interesting. In addition to the usual
activities on offer, the Fun Hut hosts a
number of special events throughout the
year, including Mrs James’ popular storytelling and rhyme sessions, music and
dance taster sessions, a photograph day and
local excursions.
The Fun Hut is on every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday during term
time between 9.30 and 11.30am in
the Kirk Rooms. All pre-school
children/babies and their carers are
welcome to join us for all or any of
these sessions. Drop in for a cup of
tea to find out more, or contact Katie
(771125) or Kate (771149) if you would
like further information.

J: No I was never a Brownie but I was a
member of a similar organisation called
Campaigners for many years. Instead of a
brown dress and yellow tie we wore green
dresses with a blue tie!
rownies has now been reprieved
B
and Hazel Campbell has some
help from Ruth Reynolds; Brownies is
up and running again. We wish them
well. Below is an interview with Claire
Ferguson and Jane McCallum who
stepped down after about six years of
rewarding service with Brownies.
First of all, why are you leaving
Brownies?
Claire: I have been taking Brownies now
for almost 6 years. My 2 daughters, Amy
and Alice are now well through Brownies
and with work and the fact that I want to
do further studying, I felt it was time to
hand it over to a new team. Also with this
being the centenary year it seemed like a
good time to go.
Jane: I'm sorry to be leaving Brownies but
after nearly 6 years it feels time to go. I am
now working full-time and studying again
and now that Neil and Anna will both be
at Balfron High school I'd like to get more
involved there. Brownies has been great
fun but it's time to let someone else take
over.
Were you a Brownie yourself?
C: Yes, I was in the 1st Belmont Brownie
Pack in Belfast. I loved it! Becoming
Brown Owl brought back lots of memories
and it was great to see that some of the
traditions hadn’t changed over the years!

Strathblane Guides’
Autumn Fayre
Saturday 02 October 2010
11 am until 1 pm

A

ll donations gratefully accepted
of jumble (in good condition only
please) including toys, books, bric-a-brac
and electrical items (no white goods).
Other donations for home baking and jar
jamboree stalls also required. No clothes
please except for Guide, Rainbow,
Brownie uniforms, dancing kit or school
uniforms. No videos and no items that
will not fit into a car boot.
The Scout Hall, Dumbrock Road , will
be open for accepting items on the
evenings of Thur 30 Sep 7-9 pm, Fri 01
Oct 7-9 pm and Sat 02 Oct 9-10 am. If
you need items uplifted please telephone:
01360 771636/770668/770467. Thank
you for your support.

Guides update

E

leanor Forrest has now taken on
responsibility for the Guides and
would welcome help for badgework
from people with particular skills – eg.
crafts, cooking, first aid etc.
Please get in touch with Eleanor if you
think you can help, or just come along to
the Scout Hall between 7.30 and 9pm on a
Thursday and see what is involved without
making any commitment. ( 770836.

made grass head people and did potato
printing!
What activities did you enjoy most?
C: Outings and craft nights.
J: I enjoy organising the games. I also
like our outdoor activities and the baking
nights.

Why did you decide to become the
leaders of Brownies in Strathblane?
C: I went to a meeting when my eldest
daughter was starting Brownies to discuss And any you're not so keen on?
the future of Brownies. I went with the C: Baking! Thankfully Jane always
intention of volunteering to help each week coordinated that activity.
J: Anything arty! And
but definitely didn’t
Claire is much better
want to be Brown Owl.
at organising rotas and
I obviously stuck to my
keeping the accounts
guns!
than I am!
J: 5 ½ years ago
Brownies was going
What advice would
to close because there
you give to the next
was no-one to take it
leaders?
over. My son Neil was
C: Being a Brownie
enjoying Beavers and
leader really makes
my daughter Anna had
you feel part of a team,
just started Rainbows
not only in the unit but
so I felt that if I wanted
her to be able to go to Jane McCallum have ‘retired’ as as part of the Endrick
division.
You will
Brownies I should help
meet lots of different
out. Claire was very leaders of Brownies
people
from
the
persuasive in getting
me to agree to become Tawny Owl though! surrounding villages. It is a commitment,
I enjoyed being part of a group when I and at times challenging but seeing how
was growing up and was keen that Anna much the girls enjoy it will keep you going.
and her friends were able to have similar Jane and I are always available for advice!
J: Give it a go! Brownies is great fun and
experiences.
you see a whole different side to the girls.
What benefits do you think the girls get Remember you don't have to do it all
yourself – there are plenty of people to
from being a Brownie
C: I think the girls get a great deal out of ask if you need help, and divide things up
Brownies sometimes without realising it! between you. Finally: Keep it simple!
As well as having lots of fun with craft and
games nights, we have had themed nights
around issues such as bullying, healthy Guide Centenary
eating, keeping safe, helping others etc.
entenary celebvrations are still
We hope we have managed to get serious
continuing throughout the Guide
messages across in a fun way.
and we did not want to be
J: They get to be part of a big worldwide behindmovement
in looking back on guiding in the
organisation which opens up lots of Blane Valley. We believed that this year
opportunities. They also establish was the centenary of our local Guides but
friendships, learn to work with others and this proves not to be the case.
develop leadership skills. There's more to
Nevertheless, we thought we would
Brownies than colouring in!
record some of the history as we had done
with the Scouts. We have put together some
Have you any favourite memories of photos on pages 16 and 17 and hope that it
your time at 1st Strathblane Brownies?
will encourage you to send us some of your
C:I really enjoyed going on outings with old photos and memories for the next issue.
the girls. Whether it was going to the
Remembrance Day service or fun outings
VISION AID OVERSEAS
to the pantomime, we were always very
proud of the girls as they behaved so
well. Many people over the years have
commented on this and they are a true
credit to the village.
J: I really enjoyed the time that Jan Millar
from Lomond Mountain Rescue team
100 million people in developing
came with her dog Buidhe to tell us about
countries need spectacles to live an
search dogs. The girls were enthralled. The
ordinary life
annual village clean up in May is always
good fun and making pancakes every
year on Shrove Tuesday is a stressful but
enjoyable! Seeing the first girls all the way
through from joining at age 7 to moving
up to Guides at 10 was a really special
Do you have any old specs?
moment.
Why not donate them to Vision Aid
and help someone to see again?
And anything you'd rather forget?
C: Umh – lets think – oh, I must have
There is a box in the library where you
erased tricky moments from my mind with
can leave them or you can contact:
a glass of wine at 8.30 pm every Tuesday!!
J: the first time we attempted painting with
Lorna Craigie ( 770521
the girls! There was paint everywhere! It
was 2 or 3 years before we painted again! I
Many thanks to everyone who
also have nightmares about our first potato
has already donated
themed night when we planted potatoes,

C
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Community Council update
Margaret Vass, Chair

Y

our Community Council has been
exceptionally busy on your behalf
since the last issue, whether it is
watering the beautiful tubs or compiling
the comments on Stirling Council’s
Main Issues Report as part of the Local
Development Plan process, we do things in
your name and must be accountable to the
whole community.

Strathblanefield Community Development
Trust and Stirling Council. This builds
on the community survey and subsequent
vision workshop. We consulted on possible
action points at the planning open day on
29 May and at the Summer Fair in June.
Between the two events a significant
number of people took the time to give us
their top 3 priorities for action and their 3
most dislikes. You also gave us suggestions
for what had been missed. It was good to
see young people giving their priorities at
the Fair. We have recorded 541 likes and
140 dislikes. To continue the consultation
the action points are on the website where
you can vote for your top 3 priorities within
each theme. We will also be putting up a
display in the library so make sure you
have your say and give us any further
suggestions by the end of September. By
the time that you read this we will have
held a public meeting on the 25th August

to focus on
the Blanefield
end of the path
to encourage
more
people
to walk to
facilities
in
Strathblane.

Other news
We held our AGM in June and have a
new vice chairperson, Alan Hutton. All
Main Issues Report
other responsibilities are unchanged. We
54 members of the community came
have introduced a new responsibility for
along to our meeting on the Main Issues
health issues and Patsy Fischbacher has
Report in July. You made it clear within
agreed to lead on this for us. We have lost
the village survey that the majority of us
our minute secretary, Moira Drennan, who
like the villages the way they are and this
did such a wonderful job for us and we are
was confirmed again at the meeting. The
looking for a new volunteer to take this on
comments that we submitted are on the
for a small remuneration. Anyone interested
website and in the library. In summary they
should contact me. I am delighted to report
confirm the strength of feeling to protect
that we have interest from young people
the greenbelt around us and that
in the village and we hope to be
any housing development should
in a position to co-opt 2 young
be for affordable housing/sheltered
people at our September meeting.
housing which should be contained
We still have one vacancy in the
within the village boundaries
Strathblane ward but we would
where ever possible. Affordable
welcome interest from anyone in
housing means rented housing
the villages.
and /or lower cost homeownership
Routine business is continuing
with the possibility of shared
and we intend to increase our
equity. Stirling Council Policy
focus on roads issues and press
Planners will now take stock of all
for more grit to be supplied
the comments made and produce
locally so that we are prepared
the Local Development Plan next
for the winter. In addition we
spring when we will consult you
will be exploring what the
again.
community can do to combat
speeding through the village. We
Planning issues
are continuing our campaign to
Planning always keeps us
have a parking bay at the shops
busy and we have had a couple of At the action day in May over 100 trees were planted along on Glasgow Road.
recent successes where planning the embankment on the old railway.
permission has been refused for 10
Public toilets
We have also been pushing the
semi-detached houses within the
grounds of the care home, and at Edenmill to consult further on the priorities for council to reopen the public toilets after the
Farm where both the cafe and relocation of action and discuss how these should be vandalism last year. They opened in July
the landscape business have been refused taken forward and by whom. We feel it is but only on weekdays! Recently following
due to dangerous access from the main really important that groups already active our representations they have been opened
road. The Community Council does support in the village should develop some of the at the weekend which is good for all
rural development but is always concerned issues identified so that we maximise our the walkers and cyclists. We have been
to ensure that impact is minimised on the community effort. Remember the statistics consulted about the council’s new initiative
surrounding countryside. As this is being coming from the survey and, the huge called “Comfort Partnerships”. We support
written we are still awaiting the result of amount of consultation that has been done this approach, where the Council pays a
the Planning Appeal for 5 new houses at since, may be used by any group submitting small amount to a local business to allow
Mugdock. We were also opposing a new funding applications to strengthen their the public to use their toilets. We believe
house in the green belt associated with case and demonstrate community support. that this could help our local businesses but
Ardunan Farm but that was approved by Once the action plan is approved by the have asked that businesses be approached,
the council on the 24th August. Carbeth community we will present it to Stirling’s by SC, at either end of the village. We also
Huts are featuring as part of our planning Community Planning Partnership which wish to be consulted about the use of the
agenda. We are still investigating this but comprises of the Council, the Health site if our public toilets are demolished.
it would appear that a number of huts have Board, Police, Fire, Scottish Enterprise
inally we have asked Scottish Water’s
been built without planning permission and the voluntary and the private sectors.
service manager for this area to attend
and do not conform to the design guidance The plan will be under continual review
for the conservation area. The Community to respond when our agreed priorities or our October meeting to discuss the supply
Council is just one voice commenting on circumstances change. Importantly if we issues that many of us have been suffering
planning applications so it is important are fortunate enough to be able to take from.
As always if you or your group wishes
that if you are aware of contentious issues forward any of our priorities they will be to raise issues for the Community Council
that you comment as well. It is easy to do subject to further consultation.
to take forward, please come to our
online.
meetings on the first Monday of the month
Action day
or email us through the website at cc@
Community action plan
Our action day on 31 May was well strathblanefield.org.uk. My thanks must
Our main focus has now switched to attended with trees and wild flowers go to all my community council colleagues
developing the villages’ community action planted along the railway track and parts who give up so much of their valuable time
plan which we are doing jointly with of the path were repaired. We were keen to help their community.

F
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The three villages of the
parish
The late Alison Dryden wrote extensively
about the history of the community and
here, in the first of three extracts, she
describes the first of the three villages that
comprise the Parish of Strathblane.

T

he Parish of Strathblane is comprised
of three villages Edenkill, Mugdock,
and Netherton. As will be seen, the
name “Blanefield” is a creation of the 19th
century.
Edenkill, the oldest, which means
in Celtic, ‘a place sloping towards the
Church’ is probably of the same age as the
Parish Church, which dates back to the
13th century. In the 1870s Guthrie Smith
records that Edenkill was much the size as
it was at the beginning of the 19th century,
but had lost much of its charm due to the
fact that many of the thatched cottages
had been replaced by mundane two storey
slated tenements.
Edenkill was very much a community on
its own. According to an old account found
in the Parish Church archives, Brown’s

Office it was transferred
to Brown’s shop. Round
the corner on Dumbrock Road
was a row of tenements. Opposite these
tenements were the
stables. Dr Rankin,
the Parish Doctor
1876 - 1909, lived
in the house which
was later used by
the Kirkhouse Inn
– until he moved to
his own house, Old
Edenkill.
These
tenements
were
demolished in the
1960s. On the main
road was Bilsland’s
shop in the first
house round on
Glasgow Road.
The
Black
Lawn was the name
given to a block View towards Edenkiln from the Boards Farm Road
of four houses
situated on the left side of
Dumbrock road, where the
last row of council houses
Left: Dumbrock Road with
the Cottage on the left. This
was, at one point, the Post
Office then it became the
Village Club; below: Park
Terrace stood where Park
Place is now.

shop was established in
1839 by Thomas Cullen,
who was succeeded by
Thomas Lees at the turn of
the century. After Thomas
Lees, a Mrs Currie ran the
shop briefly until it was
taken over by Mrs Woods,
great grandmother of the
recent owners, in 1918. This
building was bigger than it
is now in that there were two
storeys above the shops where there were a
number of houses.
There was also a shoemaker as well
as a tailor where the workshop is (now
converted to houses - Ed). As well as
running a Tearoom in the wooden shed
across from the shop (closed in 1982) for
Sunday ramblers. Mrs Wood was also
involved in purveying. This wooden
shed has had many uses and in 1933 the
butcher’s shop was run initially from there
until it, too, moved into the shop. After
the Second World War Bill Black started
a small bakery there which was successful
for a short time.
The Post Office in Edenkill was
originally located in the Cottage before it
became the Village Club. It was then run by
the McNeill family who were also noted for
being tailors. When they gave up the Post

T

he Heritage Society will start off
the new season on 22 September
with Jenny Oswald on the subject
of Family History.
The Society meets in the Village Club
at 7.30pm and everyone is welcome.

Kite Park and
circus

L

ocal residents can recall a circus
at Edenkill in the 19205 operated
by Pinter and Cardona. This was
in an area of Edenkill known as the Kite
Park where children flew their kites. Jean
Keddie remembers the events being well
attended with whole families turning out to
enjoy swing boats, seesaws, a coconut stall,
music playing, push ha’ penny, a shooting
range for the adults. The highlight for Jean
was what she describes as the doublejointed woman who could twist herself into
various shapes.

Traditional music classes
For children and adults

now stands. It is likely that these were
workers’ houses for the Flock Mill in the
Glen or workers in the bleachfields nearby.
Park Terrace was the name given to a
terrace of houses where Park Place is now
built. They were named Park after Anthony
Park Coubrough, who was responsible
for the development of the Printworks. It
comprised of twelve houses in all built for
the foreman and clerical staff. This building
was eventually purchased by the County
Council and demolished in the late 1960s
to make way for the present buildings.
Edenkill has become identified
with modern day Strathblane which has
gradually expanded. Some of the older
houses still remain but they have been
submerged by the growth of new estates in
this area.

Classes resume on tuesdays
at balfron campus
from 31st august for a 12 week term
CHILDRENS’ CLASSES (8 years and
above)
in Guitar, Fiddle and Penny Whistle
at 4pm - 4.40pm, 4.40pm - 5.20pm and
5.20pm - 6pm
ADULTS’ CLASSES (all ages)
in Guitar and Fiddle at 7pm till 8.30pm.
***NEW***
Beginners classes in :
Mandolin, guitar and fiddle
Start on tuesday 28th september
For information call Sara on 01360
550770 or Fiona on 01786 870193 or
email get-reel@live.com
For more detailed information about
GET REEL visit
http://getreel-uk.blogspot.com
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(W)RIGHT TO THE SUMMIT!

T

he Wright family from Ballewan
Crescent were recently given an
ideal opportunity to repay some
of the support that they received when
their son and brother Gary was tragically
killed in Afghanistan almost four years
ago. Through another Marines family they
learned of a charity climb to the summit
of Ben Nevis in aid of the Royal Marines
Benevolent Fund (RMBF), and were
grateful to be allowed to join in at fairly
short notice.
The RMBF was formed to relieve need,
distress or hardship suffered by any person
who is serving, has served or is a dependant
of a Royal Marine, irrespective of rank. It
also provides, immediately on the death of
either a serving RM or a reservist on duty, a
sum of money for the next of kin to help them
cope with any pressing financial matters.
Regular evening dog walks with Kirsty
and Tallie were extended to cover a few
extra miles each evening, with weekends or
days off spent on more strenuous practice
in the Campsie Fells or Ben Lomond and
Ben Ledi.
Rosemary, Ian and Karen were joined
by Stephen Tobin and everyone set
about trying to get as much in the way
of sponsorship as they could in the few
weeks before the climb, all in memory
of Gary. Thanks to the very generous
support of family, friends, neighbours and
work colleagues, boosted by some on-line
donations as a result of local press coverage
and internet social networking - the total
had almost reached £4,000 on the eve of

Country Park events

T

here are masses of things to do at the
Country Park – daytime activities
and cinema for children (especially
during the holidays) and adults.
Check the website or call in at the Park
office for more information. Leaflets are
also available at the library. Here are a few
examples:
Fungus Amungus
Sunday 3 October 2pm – 4pm
Find out about the mushrooms and fungi
that pop up around us at this time of year.
Booking essential 0141 956 6586. Free.

Cinema Night
Geordie, 1955 (Cert U) Monday 4 October
7.45pm. Geordie grows sick and tired of
being picked on and decides to answer
a Charles Atlas-style bodybuilding ad.
(Railway buffs: Geordie departs from
Gartmore station by steam train.) Free
admission, optional refreshments available
at a cost of £2. Booking essential 0141 956
6100.
Children’s Cinema
Mon, Wed and Fri 11, 13 and 15 October
10am, 12pm, 2pm.
A different children’s film each day.
There is no charge for entry and you can
join our cinema club (free) on the day.
Films begin at 10am, 12pm and 2pm, there
is no need to book just turn up early to
avoid disappointment. Maximum seating
in theatre is 60.
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the climb.
‘Team
Wright’
was
absolutely astonished at the
phenomenal backing that they
received and that, added to their
pride in Gary’s achievements
as a Royal Marine, gave them
every incentive (and no little
pressure!) to ensure that they
would achieve their goal of
climbing
Britain’s
highest
mountain. The team set off on
the Friday evening and made
a morale boosting visit to the
Commando Memorial at Spean
Bridge before heading to their
hotel base for an early night.
Stephen Tobin, Rosemary, Karen and Ian Wright
By 7am the following enjoying the satisfaction of reaching the summit of
morning all twenty climbers Ben Nevis
in the group, including four
serving and one former Marine
(and two dogs, but not Kirsty and Tallie!) had everyone well organised and really
were back at the Commando Memorial encouraged those finding the going tough.
The final rest at around 3,500 feet
for a few minutes silent remembrance of
friends and loved ones, before heading prepared us for the last push and Team
down to Fort William and the day’s main Wright were really pleased to meet fellow
Ballewan resident Tam Allan on his way
objective.
The weather was fine, possibly a bit down after a superb solo effort to boost
warmer than the team would have liked, our total. Everyone arrived at the summit
and the top of the Ben was covered in cloud. together and in celebratory mood – at least
The first two thousand feet was covered in until thought was given to the dreaded
quick time, bearing in mind the conditions descent! The time of four and a half hours
and the inexperience of the majority of was perfectly respectable – and probably
the group. Around halfway there was a a lot better than our Marine escorts
noticeable drop in the temperature and the envisaged! Because of the cloud the views
cloud level dropped, but everyone drove from the top weren’t great, but that didn’t
cont’d on next page col.1
on towards the summit. The Marines

cont’d from previous page
lessen the sense of achievement.
Team Wright even received a donation at the
summit from an RAF officer who was impressed by the
team’s special t-shirts! Sergeant Ward even operated as
group photographer to ensure that all of the successful
party would have a record of their achievement. The
group couldn’t quite work out why one climber had an
ironing board with him, but definitely thought another
had the right idea when he descended by means of
paragliding! The descent proved to be tougher than
the climb as aching limbs objected to the constant
pressure of limiting the pace going downhill. The pain
was eased by some of the beautiful views over the
mountains and lochs – not to mention the prospect of a
refreshing drink in the pub at the foot of the path!
The team would like to thank everyone who helped
to make the fund raising venture so successful, but
would be delighted to receive any further contributions
in memory of Gary to further boost their total. The final
target of £4,408 was set with an eye on the height of
Ben Nevis, in the hope that £1 per foot was a novel aim.
If you would like to help this very worthwhile cause,
the web page www.justgiving.com/wrightsbennevis
will remain active for a few weeks. Alternatively
please contact us on 01360 770934 if you would like to
Team Wright and friends with
contribute in any way.
Marines at the summit of Ben Nevis

Buns of mass production
Julie Edmonstone

E

very community is enriched by the
variety of personalities, professions
and pursuits within it, but Louise
Bennet’s special occupation must be
unique in that she weekly bakes 260 fruit
buns as a personal tribute to the dedication
of the armed forces both in the war arena
and back home recovering from severe
injuries.
Louise and husband George, an
orthopaedic surgeon, have lived in Moor
Road for 22 years and she has always done
a ‘Mummy thing’ by baking a cake when
any of their three sons were going away.
When George, now a Captain aged 30, was
commissioned into the Royal Marines and
leaving for Iraq she baked a larger one for
him to take away. Not surprisingly this
delicious offering was warmly appreciated
by his fellow soldiers, especially those
who didn’t get much mail. Inspired by this
Louise began to bake a quantity of smaller
portions to share out amongst his mates
and thus in 2003 Buns of Mass Production
was born!
Of course, out of politeness and in the
interest of research, I had to try one of the
buns which lay temptingly displayed before
me and so light and delicious was it that
I found, to my shame, that my hand was
creeping out on its own accord for a second
– absolutely irresistible! Louise is happy
to share her recipe with us except for the

spices which are secret! To make 260 buns
you will need 5lbs flour, 2lbs butter/marg. (I
hate marg. but apparently it makes a much
lighter cake!), 2lbs 8oz sugar, 7lbs 8oz
mixed fruit and ‘the spices’! Mr Singh of
Brown’s shop kindly donates all the Haribo
sweet boxes and Louise meticulously
parcels up 18 buns in each, complete with
Union Jack flag, and sends them BFPO to
42 Commando and the British Recce Force
4 Brigade as well as to the men in Selly
Oak Hospital, Birmingham, where severely
injured troops first arrive from Camp
Bastion, the main base in Afghanistan.
After 8 years with the Royal Marines
which included 2 tours of Afghanistan,
George is now married to a lawyer and
living in London, but is planning to return
there as an interpreter in their official
language Dari. Magnificently, Louise feels
it important to keep up the continuity of
support and appreciation and is determined
to keep sending her buns till they are all
home. ‘They are in my thoughts every
day’ she says. ‘I am humbled by their
spirit and resolution despite tragic losses.’
Our village heroine has also appeared on
television and persuaded Terry Wogan
to mention our troops to his 9 million
listeners by sending him a weekly bun
under a pseudonym!
Most heart-warming of all are the
many letters of appreciation which makes
her weekly baking day so worthwhile.
cont’d on next page col.2

Above: soldiers in Afghanistan enjoy
some of Louise Bennet’s buns. Not
all of these men returned home. Left,
Louise preparing a batch of buns.
One particularly mentions that her
buns ‘were the only food available that
night’; others speak of morale, the break
from normal rations and ‘the taste of
home’. The best, however, must be from
Sgt. Edwards of 3 Troop (who recently
visited them): he writes, ‘Mr. Bennet is
fine, we are looking after him, though
his feet need to be addressed’.
What an inspirational thing to
get up and do and what a treasured
mother in our community. The ‘Bun’
total now stands at 22,000 ‘Buns in
Action!’ dispatched to the front line.
Right: Kirsty Morrison, formerly of
Strathblane primary school and Balfron
High has recently graduated from the
University of Stirling with a BA (Hons) in
Human Resource Management.

P

Moira Drennan
oppyscotland is a charity
that funds practical support
to veterans and their
dependants in Scotland. In 2009,
the communities of Strathblane
and Blanefield raised £2958.00
for The Scottish Poppy Appeal,
making a real difference to the
lives of Scottish veterans and their
families.
None of this vital work would
be possible without public support
and in order to continue our work,
we need your help. Thank you to
everyone who will wear a poppy
for remembrance. Your donation
really does make a difference.
Our emphasis this year, is the
need to help the Afghan generation
of the Armed Forces and their
families.
Help us to keep our annual
Poppy Appeal growing.

Congratulations
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The Blane down under

Dancing display a great success
Lynda Eastcroft

W

Someone, who will remain nameless, has
to prop herself against the Jacob’s Creek
visitor centre sign to read the Blane after
enjoying the products of the vineyard.

here did the summer go? Did we
ever have one! It’s hard to believe
that classes have enroled and we are
ready to start a new session.
Our annual dancing display in the
Mitchell theatre was a great success. My
thanks to a particularly good audience
who clapped and cheered in all the right
places! This makes a huge difference
to the girls dancing and they really
appreciated it.
Thanks too, to all who supported the
raffle in aid of Spinal Injuries Scotland
(SIS). We raised £450.00. SIS is a
small charity and really appreciates all
donations.
By the time you read
this, summer will be well
and truly over and classes
will be back to normal
preparing for exams at the
beginning of next year.
Adult line dance classes
will start on 10 September
in the Village Club. If you
need some exercise and a
bit of fun, come and join us.
We’re very friendly!

Ladies in bowlers? Whatever next? Eilidh
Peddie, Ruth Ferguson, Eilidh Campbell,
Emma Allan, Danielle Martin at the dancing
display in the Mitchell Theatre.

Auld wives’ lifts on Craigmaddie Muir –
photographed by Alastair Smith

Eildh Jones, Cara Owens, Kathryn Forrest, Rebecca Pugh,
Nuala Hoyle, Rozlyn Byles, Eilidh MacLean looked like serious
gangsters when they danced to Bad Guys from Bugsy Malone.

Local, friendly and reliable dog
walking service, offering 1 ½ hour
countryside walks. We are also
happy to provide vet visits and
overnight stays.
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This chap – he might not be
a chap of course; with mitts
like these I wouldn’t like to
check – has been wreaking
havoc in the editor’s garden.
He was heroically captured
by Anne Horrocks then relocated to where he could do
no real damage. Don’t worry,
he is still alive and digging.
Trouble is, he has left a little
one behind to carry on his
work so, I suppose, he might
not be a chap after all.

RH Camilla, Duchess of Rothesay, visited Duntreath Castle this
H
summer to see the birth-place and adored home of her great greatgrandmother, Alice Edmonstone (The Hon. Mrs George Keppel). Alice
(pictured below) was the youngest of 9 children
(8 girls and one boy) of Admiral Sir William
Edmonstone and Mary Elizabeth Parsons and was
born October 14, 1869. A famous society hostess,
she later became the much favoured mistress of
King Edward VII. In the photograph are, left to right,
Robin McLean and his wife Pippa (Edmonstone), Sir
Archie Edmonstone, HRH the Duchess of Rothesay,
Lady (Julie) Edmonstone, Eddie Edmonstone,
Deborah Bennett and HIRH Archduchess Elyssa von
Habsburg (Edmonstone). The painting on the wall
above is of Admiral Sir William Edmonstone.

Commercial Furniture Solutions for Office, Leisure, Catering & Accommodation

Boardroom • Reception • Desks
Executive • Space Planning • Storage
Conference • Accommodation • Chairs
Consultation • Sofas • Bars & Hotels
Sustainable solutions • Restaurants
Design • Installation • Office • Catering
Tables • Sofas • Move Management

Ma Broon is fair dumbfoonert at thon big rocks that Alastair Smith
photographed. Do you know where they are? Answer above.

Members of the Gardening Club enjoyed a visit to East
Lugtonridge Farm in Ayrshire to view the herbaceous borders at
East Lugtonridge Farm in Ayrshire,. See article on page 19.

This dramatic evening sky appeared during the period when
the volcanic ash from Iceland was over us.

Please contact Gavin on
07971 939 413
or visit our website on
www.happyhoundsdogwalking.com

Future Furniture Limited: Top quality commercial furniture with a professional service

T: 01360 311100 E: info@futurefurniture.net W: www.futurefurniture.net

Based In Lennoxtown and working throughout Scotland
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Guiding in the
Blane Valley

T

hese photographs have
been kindly provided by
Marion Harvey who was
an assistant leader for two years
from 1970 followed by 21 years
as leader, taking over from
Tibby Findlay.
Obviously there are big gaps
in this pictorial history. Please
look in your attics and albums
and dig out old photos; and dig
into your memories and send
them to us for the next issue.
1st Strathblane Guides in 1983
with leaders Joan Miller, Isobel
Braid, Marion Harvey and
Alison Carey

You have already seen this in a previous issue: on a hike to the Whangie around
1944 – (back row) Captain Margaret Wyllie: Janette Houston, Rena Cochrane,
Jean Robertson, May Haggart, Beatrice Swan; (middle) Winnie Holmes, Marion
McCallum, Maureen Wilson, Dolly Donaldson, Margo Young, Emily Melrose,
Bethia Findlay; (front) Isobelle Stirling, Zena Sharpe, Mattie Smith, Frankie
Donaldson, Margaret Gallacher, Barbara Skene and Avril Brown.

At County Camp, Leckie (Gargunnock) 1960 – Patrol
Leaders Marion Harvey, Catherine Abercrombie, Alex
Paterson, Judith Pearman, Anne Howie, Cathy Pollock.
The camp with Guide Leader Lilias Watson, was pretty
basic and the guides had to sleep on the ground – no
modern comforts such as mattresses! Alex and Anne
became Guide leaders when Lilias retired.

Far left: Anne Wilson,
PL
Flora
McCallum,
Anne Howie, Marion
Harvey firelighting at
the Gowk Stane in 1958;
left: at the same event,
group including Kathleen
Harrison, Alex Paterson,
Ray Benson, Anne Howie,
Flora McCallum, Marion
Harvey (in the smoke),
Irene Wright, Annette
Wright, Shirley Murray and Jackie Linden.
Above: winning the Endrick Division trophy,
Isobel Braid, Susan Barclay, Flora Kennedy,
left: presenting the flags in 1953 are Maureen Wilson, Aileen Gibson and Jackie McGregor.
Christine McKellar, Sheila Brown, Sheila Wright,
Jackie Burgess, Isabel Burgess, ?, ? Kerr
Right:
Helen
Tyson
and
Margaret Braid
on their Duke
Edinburgh
Below: 1st Strathblane Guides 1982 of
Award
with leaders Heather Thompson, Silver
in
Helen Scott, Marion Harvey, Elisha expedition
1984.
Philips and Jean Fleming.

Clockwise from left: at Loch Ossian
Youth Hostel in the 1980s where the
guides climbed their first Munro under
the supervision of Bob Sharp (so how did
he get to join the Guides?); two of Carrick
Castle in the 1980s; Margaret Peddie,
Cheryl Posnett, Julia Anderson and Fiona
Morris at Division Weekend at Croftamie;
Aberfoyle in 1969 with Mary Kinghorn,
Christine Brown, Tibby Findlay and Joan
Miller; same camp with, amongst others,
Joan Miller, Margaret Wilson, Kathleen
Brown, Sheila McSporran, Christine
Brown and Mary Kinghorn; on Loch
Katrine.
Centre: Summer camp at Glen Prosen in
the 1980s.

Guide centenary

Above: Church parade 1960 led by Hilda
Armstrong and Anne Turner (Howie).

Names
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We apologise in advance for the confusion over the
names of the guides in these photographs. Many
have maiden names in the captions and some have
their married names. The job of tracing everybody
to put this right is a bit daunting. We will do our
best to make amends in the next issue.
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Raptors – the Common Buzzard
DHL

B

irds of prey have occasionally been mentioned in this column,
but it is now time to deal with this important group in more detail.
Top avian predators, these birds are often collectively referred to
as ‘raptors’. They neatly fall into two categories – the diurnal birds;
Vultures, Eagles, Hawks, Falcons and the Osprey, and the nocturnal
ones; the Owls. Their prey consists mainly of mammals and birds.
It is represented in the valley by several species including Common Buzzard, Sparrow Hawk, Kestrel, Peregrine Falcon and Tawny Owl. All are residents of the area and all share the common habit
of being top predators of birds - some as large as Wood Pigeon and
Grouse - and small mammals. At times this has made life very difficult
for them as they have been persecuted by people who feel that their
lifestyle is ‘inappropriate’ to the modern world. Oddly such people
have no qualms about buying meat from Brown’s or Tesco’s, but seem
to object to the existence of bird species which require fresh flesh in
their diets: a rather illogical attitude to take, I submit.
Consider the Common Buzzard as a member of the great worldwide
family of Hawks. It is found throughout Europe and the Middle East
and clearly is a most successful and indeed typical species of hawk.
It is well represented here in Scotland with around 15 - 20,000
nesting pairs in the country. They breed in all parts of the land with
the exception of heavily built
up areas, high mountains and
remote islands. Buzzards are
year long residents in Scotland
and our native population is
increased by 50% or more
by additional visitors from
Northern Europe coming to
enjoy our balmy winter climate;
these birds are normally found
on the eastern seaboard from
Orkney to the English border.
Resident birds show a modest
bias towards the north and west of the country as well as the Dumfries,
Galloway and Borders region whilst recently more are now breeding
in the arable land in Fife and East Lothian. Buzzards are bucking the
general trend of falling populations of bird species in the mid - late
20th century. The initial fall in numbers took place in the late part of
the 19th and the first half of the 20th centuries due in large part to
intensive persecution by humans, especially gamekeepers. Following
better law enforcement the species is now making a good recovery, has
doubled since the 1980s and also extended its range, thereby recovering
its baseline population figures once again.

H
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ere in the valley several breeding pairs can be seen regularly flying
low over the village and being quite vocal whilst so doing, either to
frighten potential prey into revealing their presence or occasionally in
frustration at being mobbed by several aggressive members of the crow
family (usually Carrion Crows or their smaller cousins the Jackdaws)
objecting to their presence in what the crows perceive as ‘their’ territory.
Buzzards show considerable variability in plumage some being
dark and others quite light in colour. Like all members of the Hawk
and Falcon families, male birds are significantly smaller in size than
females. They are intermediate in size between Sparrow Hawks and
Golden Eagles, averaging some 50 - 58 cm in length with a wingspan of
around 125cm and weighing around 1000g (males) to 1300g (females).
They have broad wings and thickset bodies with fairly short tails, so
should not easily be misidentified as Eagles which are very much larger
birds with longer necks and much greater bulk (a male Golden Eagle
weighs in at around 4000g and a female at about 6000g so are four to
five times bigger in size). It must however be appreciated that it is often
very difficult to judge the size of a single soaring bird in the distance
even for experienced ornithologists.
Buzzards like to nest in trees (especially conifers) and hunt over
open ground so the valley provides an ideal home for them. Furthermore
there is a plentiful supply of their favourite food in the form of rabbits
infesting the area. In addition to rabbit, Buzzards are not averse to
catching birds as large as Wood Pigeons and even take carrion so in bad
times such as last year’s cold winter they can survive when other more
specialised feeders find themselves in jeopardy. This ability to adapt
readily to varying conditions is a precondition to long term survival
in these changing times. That said, they prefer live prey and are often
seen perching motionless on tree branches, fence posts and telegraph

poles surveying the landscape in search of movement which
might show the whereabouts of their next meal. They are
also found soaring over open ground some 100m above the
land before dropping on their prey from this height. Not
infrequently they
will hunt in pairs,
albeit behaving as
individuals within
the pair unlike
their
Southern
USA cousins, the
Harris
Hawks,
which
actually
hunt cooperatively.
This behaviour has
yet to evolve in the
Common Buzzard.
Bu z z a rd s
pair for life and
will defend their
territory
against
other members of
the species. They
may have several potential nests in this territory and visit
them in consecutive years. They usually lay 2-4 eggs in
spring and incubate them for 34 days or so. The young then
take around 50 days to fledge and remain dependent on
their parents for another 2 months or so until they become
satisfactory hunters on their own. They then disperse for
the winter before attempting to find a territory of their own
for the following year. Life as a young Buzzard is a fragile
thing and only about a third of new born chicks survive
their first winter.

D

espite all the good news about the species there are
still too many incidences of poisoning reported in
Scotland with over 40 confirmed examples of poisoning
reported in 2004 alone. This situation is deplorable
given that the introduction of such potent poisons into
the environment is not only illegal but also totally nonspecific. Such poisons do immense harm to any form of
wildlife coming into contact with it. I see no justification
for such activities whatsoever. We need to appreciate that a
healthy population of predators is a sign of an underlying
healthy environment and be most grateful for that simple
fact of life.

WINE CLASS

The Blanefield Wine Academy
Do you wish to learn more about wine?
Understanding Wine will guide you through
How wine is made
How to taste and appreciate wine
How to match wine with food
A tasting of 6 wines each evening
Cost £60 for the 4 evenings
October 7th,14th,21st and 28th
Venue The Blanefield Wine Academy
33 Southview Drive Blanefield 7-9pm

Contact David Morgan 01360 770253
Email david_g_morgan@hotmail.com

Autumn
delights
Susan MacDonald

I

Gardening Club
Mary Brailey

O

ver the summer the club ventured
forth on two outings. One June
t might not have been quite the barbeque
Saturday saw us at Rumbling
summer we had hoped for but we have
had some sunshine and warm days to Bridge Nursery near Kinross, where we
marvelled at the vast array of
enjoy our garden. The warm
unusual plants and the time it
spell in June brought the plants
must take owners Graeme and
on a treat.
Hilary Butler to keep them in
My own garden has been
a riot of colour and I hope
such impeccable condition.
that your garden has been too.
Quite a few of them will be
One of my happiest successes
gracing Strathblane gardens by
has been my window boxes. I
now.
recommend giving this a try
Early July proved to be
as an alternative, or addition,
a perfect time to view the
to pots. Mine were simply filled with herbaceous borders at East Lugtonridge
trailing lobelia (“String of Pearls”), cerise Farm in Ayrshire, an oasis of vibrant
geraniums, mixed pink, purple and white delphiniums amid Ayrshire farmland. All
upright petunias and pink and white topped off by excellent afternoon tea at the
begonias. The important thing to remember
is to water and feed them regularly and to cheese shop on the way home (see photo
dead- head them. Another show stopper I page 14).
The 2010/11 programme starts off on
grew this year was a Verbascum. I bought
this plant at the local plant sale organised 17 September with a talk from John Wilson
by the Gardening Club in conjunction with about making a garden for wildlife at
the Church Guild. These plants were grown Braehead Cottage. On 29 October, William
from seed by one of the club members and Tait will speak on gardens in the Japanese
I sincerely hope that more will be grown style, and on 26 November John West
for the sale next year. Mine has grown
over 6 feet tall, is multi-stemmed, has
flowered for the past two months and has
flower beds. Now is a good time to mulch
not required any staking!
If you have grown tender plants in beds to keep down the weeds and it also
pots, do remember to bring them in out helps to cut back the work next year.
Autumn is an important time for lawn
of the cold. If you do not have a heated
greenhouse, a spare room windowsill is care. Scarify, aerate and feed with a mix
ideal. They must be protected from frost, high in potash. September is the time to sow
especially if we have another cold winter quick crops such as baby spinach, lettuce
like last year. Now is also the time to take leaves and winter onions. October for
cuttings to ensure new plants for next year. onions and spring cabbage and November
Plants like pelargonium, osteospermum for garlic.
If you have a shrub or small tree that
and salvia.
If you have half-hardy fuchsias, cut needs to be moved to a new place in the
back any untidy or dead foliage and pot garden, November is the best time to do this.
up, water sparingly through the winter. Keep well watered until it is established.
Happy Growing.
Trim back growth lightly in February as
growth re-starts in early spring and
gradually increase watering.
Autumn is a time for thinking
and planning ahead to spring. Early
flowering bulbs bring lovely colours
to the garden after the dark days of
winter so now is the time to look
at the displays in Garden Centres
or bulb catalogues. Easy and
enjoyable combinations for a pot
are early flowering tulips, not too
tall a variety, and winter flowering
pansies as a contrast. For a large
nnual Xmas Fair at
pot of mixed bulbs you could try –
Duntreath on Wed.
10 “Suzy” narcissus, 10 “Shirley”
tulips, 5 “Picture” tulips, 10 White
Nov 3rd to which all
Muscari and 10 Scilla campanulata.
are welcome from 10.00
Be sure to open the packets of bulbs
onwards.   
straight away to avoid them going
A great chance to get
mouldy.
If planting bulbs for indoor
ahead with the present list
flowering, do buy special bulb
as there is a wide variety of
compost to ensure better flower
unusual & useful presents
performance. Keep bulbs in the dark
to suit all pockets.   
until flower bud is 1½ – 2” high and
£5 entrance donation
strong roots have formed. Once this
has happened, bring them into half
to - and home made
light and heat and water thoroughly.
refreshments made by Move to full light when growing
Camphill Village Trust (for
shoots are 3–4” high.
children with learning and
Cut back herbaceous perennials
physical disabilities).
after flowering and clean up and tidy

will tell us how to select and care for oldfashioned roses specifically in our growing
conditions.
Meetings are also a chance to chat
and to share gardening enthusiasms and
knowledge, and to get to know other local
gardeners. Meetings are at 7.30 on Friday
evenings in the Kirkrooms. New members
very welcome! Just come along to a meeting
and see if it’s for you, or phone Tom Turner
on 771433.

Allotments
group
Mary Brailey

T

he allotments group is continuing to
work on a tenancy agreement for a
site, a constitution for the association
that will run the allotments, and funding
applications. Thanks to the Community
Development Trust for helping us out
with the technical side. We’ve also been
congratulating each other on the produce
we’re already managing to grow in our
gardens, plus dispensing commiserations
and tips to each other when things just
won’t grow...
About 20 people have expressed an
interest, and there are usually around half
a dozen of us at the monthly meetings
which take place in the Village Club on
Thursday evenings. If you want to get
involved, contact us at allotments@
strathblanefield.org.uk or phone 771613.
Or just come along to a meeting: dates are
published on the village website. The next
meeting will be at 7.30pm on Thursday 30
September. The more the merrier.
Fingers crossed that we can have a site
up and running for next year!

A
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Thumbs up for Traveline
Mary Brailey

W

e tend to moan about the
inadequacies of our public
transport in Strathblane, which
could certainly do with improving, but I
thought I’d share a recent success story.
A few weeks ago I was planning a
solo trip to friends who live just outside
Drumbeg, a pretty remote place north of
Lochinver in Scotland. Rather than face
a tiring (and environmentally damaging!)
road journey, I enlisted the help of
the Traveline Scotland website www.
travelinescotland.com to plan the trip by
public transport. By entering the departure
and destination postcodes into the website,
within seconds I had a detailed door-todoor itinerary which included bus, train
and post bus, using two different routes,

with details of the operating companies
to make it easy to then go and buy all the
tickets.
Public transport allowed me to enjoy
the fabulous scenery, and a gap at Ullapool
that gave me time for a bowl of soup in the
Ceilidh Place and a relaxing walk along
the shore. It proved good value too. The
entire trip cost about £70. Going by car
would have cost about the same in petrol,
plus wear and tear on me and my car, and
an estimated carbon footprint of 160 kg
(according to Multimap).
If you’re travelling in an unfamiliar
area, it can be hard to find out about which
bus companies operate and how to access
their tigmetables. So I have nothing but
good to say about a tool that helps me to
plan complicated journeys and make the
most of the public transport we have.

Carbon Neutral Group update

T

Mary Brailey
he Blane Valley Carbon Neutral
Group has been keeping busy over
the summer. You might have seen
us at the School Fayre, where we had
volunteers on hand to chat about the benefits
of home insulation, home composting, and
growing your own food. People could have
a go at using their own ‘pedal power’ to
make a smoothie. Judging by the amount of
huffing and puffing there was no escaping
the message that even our simplest kitchen
gadgets use a lot of energy.
Over the summer months we had the
chance to comment on the main issues
report that will shape the local development
plan for the Stirling Council area. I went
along to a very interesting workshop on
the natural environment, and we made a
written response to the report, focusing on
the ways the plan could help us respond
to climate change and plan for a more
sustainable future. Let us know if you’d
like to see a copy.
The Energy Efficiency Project has been
working alongside the Government’s Home
Insulation Scheme to supply energy advice
and bargain deals on home insulation. The
feasibility study we’ve commissioned on
renewable energy sources is ongoing. And
we’re continuing to support the allotments
group in its work to get a local allotments
site up and running.
As ever Elizabeth and I are happy to
don our ‘master composter’ bunnets and
pitchforks and administer a bit of TLC
to anyone’s recalcitrant compost heap, as
several residents can testify – contact us
at compostclinic@strathblanefield.org.
uk. In fact, here’s a glowing reference
from a satisfied composter: ‘Without
Elizabeth’s help my compost bin would
have remained a solid lump of unusable
garden waste. My compost bin had been
topped up over several years but had never
been turned. When Elizabeth came round
she started to turn the top layer with a
fork and it quickly became apparent that
it was worth continuing. Ten minutes later,
a lot of grunting and some extreme elbow
grease produced a full bin of lovely, lovely
compost.’
On a sadder note, we very much miss
the contribution of Brian Rae, one of our
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founder members, who died in June. He
kept us on the right lines on many occasions,
and was way ahead in the planet-friendly
changes he and Tricia had made to their
home and their personal lives. Please see
our separate tribute to a dear friend.
The group meets every month, normally
on the third Thursday of each month, in
each other’s houses. The issues that we’re
concerned about are serious, but that
doesn’t mean our meetings are grim! Quite
the opposite in fact, the blether’s first-rate
and being part of the group makes the
issues seem a bit less overwhelming. It also
links us in with other groups doing similar
things, including the Cut the Carbon group
in neighbouring Baldernock.
If you’re concerned about climate
change or want to do your bit to reduce
our impact on the planet, think about
coming along: you’d be very welcome.
Contact us at cn@strathblanefield.org.
uk, or phone 771613 for a chat. And you
can keep up to date with what we’re doing
via our pages on the village website: www.
strathblanefield.org.uk/carbonneutral.

Discussion series on
The Economy, Energy and the
Environment
On six Thursday evenings starting on 21
October, a series of six two-hour evening
discussions will be held in the village on
the above subject. They will draw on the
work of Chris Martenson, an American
specialist in the subject, and are open to
anyone who wants a chance to debate
these issues. The series will be introduced
by Gavin Smith from Going Carbon
Neutral Stirling (GCNS).
Each session will consist of a DVD
presentation pre-recorded by Chris
Martenson, followed by a conversation/
discussion around the issues presented.
GCNS is not charging for its time, but we
will take contributions on the night for
expenses.
If you wish to attend please email or
phone us as we can only take around 15
people for each session:
gethom@tiscali.co.uk, 771613.

Stirlingshire
residents urged to
‘Give it a Grow’
Alison McKinnie

Z

ero Waste Scotland is urging people
across Stirlingshire to go green
this summer, by collecting their
household and garden waste and setting up
a home compost bin.
Give it a Grow was the theme of this
year’s Compost Awareness Week which ran
from 2 – 8 May to encourage more people
to realise the benefits of home composting.
Home composting is one of the most cost
effective ways of reducing the amount of
waste that ends up in landfill sites, and is
an easy way of directly reducing waste
that needs to be collected from your house.
Organic waste that goes to landfill causes
powerful greenhouse gases to be released
into the atmosphere, contributing to global
warming.
The average Scottish household
produced
an
average
of
1,179kg
of waste in
2008/09, with
paper
and
card,
food,
kitchen and
garden waste
making
up
the majority
share. Many
people
are
unaware
of
the
wide
range of waste
which can be
composted.
Over a third of the contents of an average
UK household bin are suitable for home
composting, including tea bags, fruit and
vegetable peelings, cardboard/paper, egg
shells, grass cuttings and garden waste and
even the contents from a vacuum cleaner.
As part of Zero Waste Scotland’s
‘Compost at Home’ campaign, a range of
subsidised compost bins are available, with
prices starting from just £8, along with free
delivery and a free kitchen caddy. Home
composting is easy to do and only requires
a small amount of outside space. It takes
approximately 9-12 months to produce
finished compost which can then be used to
enrich the soil and feed garden plants. For
further details of the range of compost bins
available and top tips on home composting
visit: www.wasteawarescotland.org.uk.
As part of Zero Waste Scotland’s
commitment to encouraging people to take
responsibility for the waste they produce,
a Zero Waste Volunteer scheme has been
developed in the Forth Valley. The scheme
involves training local volunteers to go into
local communities and give people support
and guidance to help them compost their
food and garden waste at home, and to
reduce the amount of waste they produce.
For more information about the Volunteer
scheme in the Forth Valley, please
contact Donna Rodgers, email donna@
forthenvironmentlink.org , or call 01786
449215.To order your subsidised compost
bin visit: www.wasteawarescotland.org.uk

Growth in scams

Someone, somewhere is after your money
There are so many people now trying different ways to relieve
us of our money by foul rather than fair means. Those of us
who use the internet are only too familiar with the scams that
come via email or virus, although begging letters and offers
of vast amounts of money in return for a deposit or bank
information frequently arrive by snail mail. Archie Roy has
passed this scam on to us for circulation. We hadn’t heard of
it before so it is probably fairly new.

I

received a call from a ‘representative’ of BT, informing me
that he was disconnecting me because of an unpaid bill. He
demanded payment immediately of £31.00, or it would be
£118.00 to re-connect at a later date. The guy wasn’t even fazed
when I told him I was with Virgin Media; allegedly VM have to
pay BT a percentage for line rental! I asked what his name was –
the very ‘English’ John Peacock with a very ‘African’ accent - and
phone number – 0800 0800 152 0800 0800 152.
He obviously realized I wasn’t believing his story, so offered
to demonstrate that he was from BT. I asked how and he told me
to hang up and try phoning someone – he would disconnect my
phone to prevent this. AND HE DID! My phone was dead – no
engaged tone, nothing – until he phoned me again. Very pleased
with himself, he asked if that was enough proof that he was with
BT. I asked how the payment was to be made and he said credit
card, there and then.
I said that I didn’t know how he’d done it, but I had absolutely
no intention of paying him; I didn’t believe his name or that he
worked for BT. He hung up.
I dialled 1471 and phoned his fictitious 0800 number but it
was not recognised. I then phoned the police to let them know; I
wasn’t the first! This scam has only just started apparently but it
is escalating.
Their advice was to let as many people know by word of mouth.
The fact that the phone does go off would probably convince some

people it’s real, so please let as many friends and family aware of
this.
This is good but not that clever. He gave the wrong number - it
should have been 0800 800152 0800 800152 which takes you
through to BT Business. The cutting off of the line is very simple;
he stays on the line with the mute button on and you can’t dial
out – but he can hear you trying. This is because the person who
initiates a call is the one to terminate it. When you stop trying
he cuts off and immediately calls back. You could almost be
convinced! The sad thing is that it is so simple that it will certainly
fool the elderly and vulnerable. Obviously, if this scam is real,
once they have your credit/debit card details, there is nothing to
stop them cleaning out your account.
Warning from police

W

e also received an email that purports to be a warning from
the police and it applies to both women and men: beware
of paper on the back window of your vehicle if you are parked
in a public car park. It is, evidently, the latest way to carry out
carjackings.
You walk across the car park, unlock your car and get inside.
You start the engine and put it into reverse. When you look into
the rearview mirror to back out of your space, you notice a piece
of paper stuck to the middle of the rear window, so you stop and
jump out of your car to remove that paper (or whatever it is) that is
obstructing your view.
When you reach the back of your car, the carjackers appear out
of nowhere, jump into your car and take off. They practically run
you over as they speed off in your car.
If you have left a bag with your purse in the car, the carjacker
has your car, your home address, your money, and your keys. Your
home and your whole identity are now compromised!

40 Years of Milndavie Farm Riding Centre
Margaret McCrossan
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t’s amazing to think that it is now 40
years since Marjory McNicol first set
up the riding school at Milndavie Farm.
Although Marjory has been sadly missed

for 10 years now, a series of special events
has been taking place throughout the year
to celebrate the yard’s ruby anniversary and
Marjory’s daughter, Fiona, is now looking
forward to the stables’ golden milestone!
The spring show enjoyed surprisingly
pleasant weather and all the classes were
hotly contested. The showjumping highlight
was undoubtedly the Open class, which
featured a tremendous contest between our
two local speed queens, Yasmin Aborida
on ex-racehorse Maximillion, and Lauren
Dempsey on Charlie’s My Darling. In the
end Lauren just won out and her mum
Linda’s blood pressure has just about
returned to normal by now! Last summer’s

places were reversed in the Horse and
Hound class as Rachel Wood with Ollie
and Zak (the fastest Jack Russell in the
west) pipped Jessica Nicholson with Erin
and Jet into second. Once again, the best
placed dogs were all bred at the stables – it
must be something in the air!
This year we introduced a junior
games contest for the first time and the
“one to watch” for the future proved to
be Dumbrock Crescent’s Jeannie Scott
on Glen. As usual, the main games
competition was won by Yasmin Aborida
on Poppy, although she did sacrifice
accuracy for speed several times and
several of the riding school ponies mounted
a surprisingly close challenge. The games
ended with Jessica Nicholson and Erin
taking the Diminishing Drums title for the
first time in the absence of Fiona Aborida’s
Emperor Rosco.
A very successful series of
courses and “Pony Camps” ran
throughout the summer holidays
and were hugely enjoyed by
all participants so book early
for the next holidays! Older
riders were catered for too, with
the ever popular programme
of Thursday night pub rides
incorporating dinner and the
quiz at the Blane Valley.
For the first time since
Fiona took over, the legendary
summer barbeque was once
again held in the farmyard.
This featured fairy lights, hay
bale seating, good food and
drink and several “walls of

memories” showing photos (many very
dated and embarrassing!) of the horses and
riders going back some 40 years. Many
old friends returned for the evening and a
wonderful time was had by all. In honour
of Marjory the music included plenty of
country and western and Scottish favourites
as well as a live guest appearance by her
grandson Omar’s band, Low Sonic Drift.
The community PA system hired from the
library did a grand job - as much of the
village seems to have heard!
To close off the summer holidays we
gave some of the children (and horses) a
treat and took them to Irvine Sands for a
day out. Weather was superb and everyone
had a ball! Our next event is the summer
show planned for early September, when
we look forward to a good turnout to
support all the competitors.
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‘World class’ view from a bus stop
George Farrow

I

n the previous issue we were left
contemplating the future from the top of
Dunglass. In this issue we could return
there and look up at the Campsie Fells to
consider another chapter in our geological
history - but actually you can see what I’m
going to talk about this month just as well
from the Kirkhouse bus stop! Even better,
enjoy the panorama from a little further
away - a panorama described by some
French visitors to Graham Durant a few
years ago as “world class”. How come we
have such a gorgeous setting?
The simple answer is that the basalt
lavas we can see forming the top of the
Campsie escarpment are much more
difficult for rain, wind and ice to erode
away than the softer rocks in the valley
floor (think of parts of the Isle of Skye).
But there’s an additional reason why they
are so prominent here. The basalts were
shoved upwards about a thousand metres
above the valley floor during a spell of
intense faulting that happened at the end of
the Carboniferous period.
How do we know the Campsies were
uplifted as much as 1000 metres? Well,
geologists’ mapping demonstrates that the
Clyde Plateau Lavas (as they are known)
include at least 30 separate lava flows and

News from Glendrick Roost

To the editor...

e unfortunately had an accident
within the male gerbil cage when
the father, Scrabble, attacked his
son Wiggle, biting him so badly he had to
have his lovely tail amputated. I have kept
gerbils for a good few years and have never
had any fighting within a cage of those
brought up together so this episode was a
very sad one. The two boys have now been
taken out of the cage and are caged with
the newest brother Squirt. Peace reigns (I
hope!)
The tortoises are doing well though
Orion the large male is being very stubborn
and refusing to eat because he had been
fed on artificial food in his previous home
and was not interested in the correct
diet – weeds, flowers and occasional
salad leaves. The artificial food sold for
chelonians is very bad for them causing
a too high level of protein to be ingested.
Unfortunately, as is usually the case, the
general public believes what the pet shops
tell them and continue to feed incorrectly
for most animal species. The high protein
can cause excessive growth in the shell and
deformities known as pyramiding. This
can cause pain and eventual death for the
poor mite.
Our new donkey, Dumpling, is coming
on but due to her poor condition when
rescued it is a slow, slow process. She has
had her appalling feet trimmed and was
very good. This was because we made
haste slowly as usual and spent a lot of
time handling her legs and feet till she
allowed Brian to pick them up and cut off
the excess growth without much fuss. She
is not putting weight on as I had hoped and
a vet visit suggested she may have liver

Trevor Scott

Mione Morrison

W
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their total thickness is nearly
1000 metres. Work your way
up the burn above Clachan of
Campsie and you can see the
base of the lava pile in Campsie
Glen. Look up to the highest
point of the Campsies that you
can see, and that’s nowhere near
the top of the pile! Now go and
stand in the old quarry at Loch
Ardinning: the entire stack of
lavas is below your feet; though
you can’t see them you are
standing a few metres above the
top of the lavas! That’s a pretty
large fault!
In actual fact fault-lines are
seldom just a single simple break:
the ground generally breaks up
into slivers. This is where the
view from the Kirkhouse bus
stop comes in: we can see just View from the Kirkhouse bus stop: basalt lavas
that. As we look up along the forming the top of the Campsie escarpment and the
edge of the Campsies from the Leddriegreen Fault.
direction of Dumgoyne, past
Jenny’s Lum, the lavas stand
about? The general picture is very clear in
out. But, directly above us the lavas seem the winter morning shot, but in the summer
to stop suddenly, and instead we see a gash evening picture I think I can make out the
in the hillside and a more gentle grassier diagonal fault lines running from upper
slope with some prominent bumps lower right to bottom left more readily. Can you
down. Have a look at the two photographs. see them too? One of these is called the
Can you see what I’ve been wittering on Leddriegreen Fault.

fluke. Having been rescued from Ireland it
is quite likely she was kept on one of the
many bogs over there where the liver fluke
thrives and picked it up there. A relatively
cheap solution was forthcoming and
hopefully we will now see results
Hessilhead visits this last month have
consisted of two newly hatched pigeons.
What ugly babies! They are all beak and
floppy head but cute all the same. A blue tit
baby probably fallen out of the nest and a
couple of hedgehogs. One had been rescued
half drowned during the bad storms of a
few weeks ago. Please ring me for advice
if you find a wildlife casualty – 07748
351287, but you can administer essential
first aid by putting the poor creature on a
covered hotwater bottle as heat is the main
lifesaver. A box by the cooker or radiator is
not enough nor is wrapping them in a towel
/fleece etc. Even hot water in an old cola
bottle is better than nothing if you don’t
have a hot water bottle.
Already the show season is almost
done. We do however still have a number
of dates for Dobbies. Before Christmas we
will be Milngavie at least three times and
Ayr once. Please come and meet some of
the animals if you can.

We

had a lovely offer of a brand new
brochure which has been done for us by
Deacon Brothers Printers in Kirkintilloch.
Our thanks go to them for a wonderful job.
We have now set up facilities to claim
back tax via Gift Aid. Please consider
sponsoring an animal, donating as little as
50p a month or more through your bank or
giving us a one off donation. This will give
us a known amount of money so we can
budget for all the animals in our care. At
the last count this was 165 !

Dunglass

N

ow there’s a thing! I did not know that
Dunglass was basalt.
I know my house is built of it (stone
quarried from within Carbeth Guthrie
Estate) but I also know where there is
another outbreak of the Giant’s Causeway
and it too is less than half a mile from the
village centre.
The feature is something which I
remember from childhood so a couple of
weeks ago I set of to see if it was real.
It used to be a vertical feature but
it is now within an ash grove and the
hexagonal columns have mostly fallen and
are entirely covered with moss. It has that
Indiana Jones feel about it.
Should I tell you where it is? Well
OK. Walk up to the top of the Cuilt Brae.
Opposite the bungalow at the top, hop over
the fence on the left and venture into the
wood.
You will find yourself in the middle of
a fallen temple.

Strathblanefield Community
Development Trust
The AGM will be held on
Wednesday 29 September 2010
Village Club 7.30pm.
All welcome.

Extra copies of the
Blane are available in
the library.

Mountain Rescue

Martin McCallum

2

010 is proving to be a very busy year
indeed for the team. So far this year
we have had twenty one callouts –
much more than in recent years – with no
really obvious reason for it. Fortunately
most of these callouts have not been too
serious, being split fairly equally between
people who are lost and those who have
had a slip or trip and ended up with a lower
leg injury.
Across all of Scotland the
majority of injuries to those
who have accidents in the
hills are to lower legs,
either breaks or sprains
especially of the ankle,
but this can still be quite
debilitating and painful.
The causes of slips can be
very varied; there have been
a number of reports through
the years analysing data and
suggesting trends and results, much of this
leading to the recommendations that good
footwear should be worn and this still
holds true. What is different today is what

did not even happen on a callout. We were
constitutes ‘good footwear’.
I’m sure that we all remember training on Ben Lomond in late June and
years ago the recommendation to working in the corrie to the north of the
wear stout footwear, which often Ptarmigan and had just been dropped off
meant a pair of leather boots by helicopter. As we made our way into the
that were as flexible as a plank corrie, looking for team members acting
of wood and weighed about the as casualties and doing their best to hide
same. Nowadays there are lots from us, we came across a small and very
of lightweight fabrics
that are used, as well as
leather, and these can
give very comfortable
and light boots. However,
the upper is only half the
boot and not the part
that touches the ground
and is likely to slip. Many cheap
boots today use soles that have a
very high plastic content, when
the ground is damp (since it does
occasionally rain in Scotland!)
they can become like walking
on a bar of soap. When people
choose boots it is important Helicopter rescue on Conic hill
to spend at least as much time
looking at the sole of the boot as the upper, scared Scotty dog sheltering under a crag.
boots with soles which are quite ‘rubbery’ One team member carefully approached
tending to be less slippy in the wet. him, biscuit in hand, and managed to clip
So, when you go into an outdoor a climbing sling to his collar as a lead to
shop start turning all the boots make sure he would not run away. He was
obviously a very hungry and scared and
upside down to look at the bottom!
when we tried to walk with him he was
ne hill that has had more hurpling along on three legs, holding one
callouts than usual this year is of the rear ones in the air. We carefully put
Conic Hill above Balmaha. We have him in a stuff sac and one team member
had several people who have fallen carried him down the hill. After a wee bit
close to the summit, most resulting in quite of investigation we found out that his name
painful ankle injuries that have required was Spikey and he’d run off the day before
helicopter evacuation, although we have when he was on the hill with his owner’s
also had a couple of groups lost on it – sister. Spikey was returned to a very
quite a feat.
grateful owner in Bute and I don’t think
The most unusual rescue we have had he’ll be too keen to go up Ben Lomond
again.

O

Top tip:
Remember to look closely at the soles of
the footwear you
are going to wear
up the hills, make
sure it’s a solid
sole with a good
deep pattern that
won’t readily slip
on wet ground.

COMMUNITY COUNCILLORS
Blanefield Ward
Joan Hoggan 		
Willie Oswald 		
Margaret Vass		
Fiona Murray 		

770181
770497
770131
771497

Strathblane Ward
Elspeth Posnett		
Alan Hutton 		
Marion Lever		
Patsy Fischbacher

770113
770537
770536
770716

Mugdock Ward
Philip Graves
0141 956 1954
Dick Arnold 		
770006
John Gray		
771031

cc@strathblanefield.org.uk
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Agnes Mathie Higgins
Grace Edmonds, neice

A

out and visiting her for the rest of her life.
In the mid 1950s her spirit and enterprise
took her and her sister Jenny to Australia on
an exchange trip which later became extended,
and the sisters spent several years in Australia
and then New Zealand. While in New Zealand
Jenny met and married John and Ness carried
on flitting between old and new worlds with an
ease and aplomb that many a jet set businessman
would find hard to achieve.

gnes was born into the Manse in Orkney
before the First World War, the second of
four children.
The family had strong ties to Milngavie where
her Grandfather, Francis Higgins, was Provost for
many years and where there were many members
of the typically large families of the time. She and
Retirement
her siblings had more than fifty first cousins and
Her retirement from teaching gave her the
Ness, for whom family was always important, kept
leisure time to pursue her many hobbies and
in touch with a surprising number
interests. These included painting and gardening
For those who knew her Ness was always
and her lifelong
interesting and often surprising. An example from Agnes Higgins in her teaching love of travel.
her early life was her story of watching the scuttling
She
continued
of the German High Seas Fleet in Scapa Flow in days in the 60s
to visit her sister
1919 when she was only six and sighting a Zeppelin
in New Zealand
dragging a rope across the local fields.
and travelled widely in both
Europe and Britain, her childhood
University
haunts in Orkney being a favourite
For an undergraduate at Glasgow University in the early 1930’s destination.
woman’s education was still a contentious issue. Ness made the
She was a long serving member
most of her time there and built on it a highly successful career of St Paul’s church in Milngavie,
that took her all over the world and a gave her a cadre of close singing in the choir for many years.
friends who kept in touch all their lives
She will be much missed by her
family and friends in Milngavie
Teaching
and across the World, but all who
After early experience during the war in rural Perthshire she knew her take comfort in the
returned to the Milngavie area with an appointment as a teacher knowledge that she led a full and
in Blanefield Primary school. The affection and respect that she happy life, living in her own home Well into her 90s
inspired there had former pupils from these cvlasses seeking her until the end.

Busy summer for Youth Services
Update from Sarah Winstone
SC youth worker
Strathblane Summer Fair (5 June)
This was a wonderful opportunity for
us to meet with loads of local young people,
and we all had a great day. Thank you so
much to the management committee for
inviting us to attend and for all their hard
work in planning the day.
We were there with our Mobile
Youth Space (basically a van kitted
out with games consoles, a TV,
beauty station and mobile internet
(when you can get a signal!)) which
went down really well with the young
people. We are keen to bring it back
out to the rural areas, so please let us
know if you’d like to see it again (or
for the first time!) and we’ll see what
we can do!

Youth Parliament for Stirling, a whole load
of freebies and youth information – plus
a BBQ! Muffins of Balfron provided the
BBQ which went down really well. We had
an evaluation at the end that gave the event
high praise and asked for more activities
like these in the future. We will do our best
to make that happen!

Create in Balfron, McLintock
Hall, Balfron (21 July)
This was a fantastic day-long
event, as part of Stirling Council’s
Youth
Services
cluster-based Young people dispaly their spray-painted
summer programme. Each high poster at Create in Balfron
school cluster area has had a dayevent with an equal share of funding for Fun in the Park, Strathblane (22 July) &
it. In Balfron, we had originally planned Music session, Killearn (4 August)
to be outside in Donaldson Park, however
Unfortunately we had to cancel these
the torrential rain meant we had to use the two sessions due to staff absence and issues
McLintock Hall instead. The hall turned with venues. We will try and incorporate
out to be perfect for the numbers we had, these activities into future events, if there
34 young people in total, and allowed us is an interest in them.
to put on the following workshops: Assault
course with the Army, spray painting/ Film night, Killearn (5 August)
graffiti art, DIY Fashion, nightline activity,
While only a few young people
drumming, Jazzy Jenga with Youth Voice attended, this was a great night enjoyed
and the Information Station. As well as by all. We watched Transformers 2 on the
getting to take part in fun activities, the large screen in the church hall, with loads
young people got to meet their Youth of munchies and juice.
Voice representatives, Members of Scottish
Originally, this was going to be an
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outdoor movie, ‘American drive-in style’,
but unfortunately the weather wasn’t
brilliant so we had to hold it indoors. It was
still loads of fun, though!
We are keen to put on some more nights
like this (ideally outdoors), and have been
in discussions with Tim the church youth
worker for Killearn about it, so watch this
space!
Thank You!
I’d like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone who has been involved in
our Summer 2010 events: the young people
who came along, the partners who helped
in planning and delivery, the Donaldson
Park Trust, Balfron Church, The Mclintock
Hall, The Killearn Church Hall, all the
shops and communities who have helped
with publicity and anyone else who has
helped us. I hope that we will be able to
develop more activities and events like
these and that you’ll all continue to support
us.
If you would like to find out more about
anything mentioned above, or to find out
more about Youth Services in general,
please don’t hesitate to get in touch 01786
432211 winstones@stirling.gov.uk

Coffee hut
Coffee Hut is back for the new
school term
Every Thursday 1.45-3.15pm at
the Kirk Rooms.
Come and enjoy a cuppa, cakes
and a chat before picking up your
children from school. Pre-school
children welcome. Cost £1.50.

Primary school staff changes
Sandra Logan, Head teacher

O

Primary Seven pupils have vivid memories Primary School.
of Mrs Lowry’s varied and interesting earThe school also said au
n Friday 25 June 2010 Strathblane rings worn in the run up to Christmas – revoir to Miss Rachel Allen
Primary School said “Goodbye” they were amazed that she had a different who has taken a career
to two members of the teaching pair for each school day in December! Mrs break for one year to go to
staff who have been committed and hard Lowry has chosen to take early retirement work in U.S.A. We look forward to Miss
working members of staff for a number of to allow her to be able to spend more time
years.
with her family and friends. Everyone at
Mrs Lyndsay Lowry had been a the school would like to wish her well.
member of the staff for 17 years. During
Miss Morven Bulloch has left her
her time working at the school she taught post to take up a senior management
at the Primary One Stage. So, there will be post at Markethill Primary School in
many teenagers and young adults who will Turriff. Miss Bulloch taught at the school
remember Mrs Lowry (Mrs McDonald) for 7 years and contributed lots to the
as part of their first memories of primary school community as well as the wider
school. These memories might include the community of Strathblane; particularly
special role they had in the school’s nativity by showcasing the much loved Primary
play or their first school outing which could 7 Panto each year. She is also very
have been to the Sealife Life Centre or musical, and one of her personal skills
Blairdrummond Safari Park. The leaving was drumming which she brought to
the school and encouraged pupils to get
involved with. Whilst working
here as a teacher Miss Bulloch
took two years off from her And there is a Book of Memories too for Miss
career to work as a volunteer in Bulloch, presented by Aiden Wardle, Natalie
Eritrea, Africa. She then used O’Donnell, Leah Taylor and Abigayle Littler
this experience to teach pupils
about Global Citizenship and
Allen’s return in 2011 and the tales of her
educate the members of the school adventures.
community about Fair Trade; this
All of these departures of course
included the organisation of an mean that on Monday 16 August the
Africa day where funds were school welcomed new members of staff
raised to send out to Eritrea. Miss to their teaching team. Our new teachers
Bulloch has many new challenges for 2010/2011 are: Mrs D. Bairner, Mrs A
ahead in her post and we hope Paterson, Mrs V. McGregor and Mrs E.
Luke Nisbet, Iona Ure, Ross McLeod, Rachel Jack, she enjoys her time at Markethill Marshall. They bring a wealth of personal
Sean Breslin, Mark Aitchison and Scarlett Bolton Primary School as much as she did qualities, skills, talents and experiences
present Mrs Lowry with a Book of Memories.
when she worked at Strathblane with them to Strathblane Primary School.

Thanks to Summer Coming soon: Phase 2 of the
play park
Fair sponsors

I

n the last issue of The Blane we
reported on the major success of the
2010 Summer Fair. For those who
missed the article, the fair was well
attended and close to £6,000 was raised
for the school and play park. The event
would not have been a success without
the support of its valued contributors. We
would like to say a special thank you to
the following businesses and groups for
their support and generous donations.
Sponsors and contributors
Strathblane Parish Church, Carbon
Neutral Group, The Allotment Group,
Strathblanefield Community Development
Trust, Browns, The Blane Valley Inn,
Strathblane Out of School Care.
Sponsors of auction
Glengoyne Distillery, SCDT & Dalziel
Ltd., with thanks to Gordon Ash, David
McCrory, Cathy Campbell, Lynda
Wardle, Richardson Murray, Venture
Photography with thanks to Jennie
McCutcheon, Strathblane Tennis Club.
Sponsors of prize draw
Paul Williams, Pristine Pads, Glasgow
Science Centre, The Inn at Kippen, The
Blane Valley Inn, Iain Peddie, Ballagan
Ceramics, Milndavie Riding School,
Sheila Hall, Glasgow Herald.

Linda Barclay
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n June we had an opening ceremony
to officially open Phase 1 of the
Strathblane play park which consists of
a new multi-unit play facility and upgrades
of the existing equipment. The funding
for this part of the project came mainly
from a Stirling Council Local Community
Grant Fund with the remainder courtesy of
Stirling Council Land Services. Since its
installation the equipment has been well
used and it is great to see the revitalization
of the area and socialization this improved
facility has created. The even better news is
that there is more to come with a Phase 2!
Phase 2 is in fact well underway
and is due for completion by the end
of September. With a total expenditure
of just over £15,000 it consists of a
flying fox; a double seated embankment
slide and picnic benches. Funding
has come from Clackmananshire and
Stirling Environment Trust (£5,000); the
Robertson Trust (£3,000); the Hugh Fraser
Foundation (£3,000); the Strathblane
Out of School Care (£1,500); one-off
donations from local residents (£700) and
a Local Fundraiser – an auction and prize
draw (£2,000). The project has also been
enabled by the strong support from Stirling
Council Land Services, who are funding

the cost of the embankment slide and
organising the logistics of the installation
of all the equipment. The SCDT has also
provided valuable support and a channel
for obtaining funds. Pivotal to all this has
been the local fund-raising and without
this the project would not have been
successful. This redevelopment is exciting
for our community and there are aspirations
to further improve the area with a final
Phase 3.
We are only in the preliminary planning
stages for Phase 3 with some ideas for
equipment being a rope climbing tower; a
skateboard/bike ramp and some paths which
would lead to the individual equipment. A
committee is being set-up to discuss and plan
this phase and we welcome any support and/
or ideas: the more input we have the better!
If you are interested in getting involved;
discussing the plans or even making a
financial contributions to this great project
please contact me at: lindabarclaybritton@
gmail.com or Patsy at:
patsy.fischbacher@virgin.net.
Special Event
We are planning to hold an event in the
playpark at the beginning of October to
celebrate the completion of Phase 2 and to
consult on plans for Phase 3. Details to be
confirmed. Look out for notices.
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Corner

Library

Lynne James

B

y the time you are reading this, we
will have taken part in the Annual
Stirling Book Festival with our
“Blind Date with a Book” event. For
the first time this year we also hosted a
children’s book event with author Andy
Briggs so there should be loads of kids
out there powering their way through the
“Hero.Com and Villain.net series of books
Hopefully, many of you will have
joined us for our “Love Your Library” day.
As you can imagine, in the current climate
of spending cuts, any love you want to pass
on to your local library is going to be very
much appreciated! Stirling Libraries have
tried particularly hard in the last couple of
years to provide a great value for money

service to everyone in the Stirling area,and
we hope that in Strathblane you have
noticed how often our books are changing
as they get moved around the various
libraries in our group.
For us as staff, it is really interesting to
see styles of books that we might not have
bought before,arriving on our shelves and
being chosen by many of our readers. On
the back of the phenomenal success of Stieg
Larssen and “The Girl With The Dragon
Tattoo” we have had a raft of Scandinavian
crime writers chilling our shelves and the
other great craze seems to be for “Sword
and Sandal” titles featuring Gladiators
and Emperors! Now that we are buying
many more larger paperbacks that we can
display with their covers out on show, we
are noticing lots of fun looking “Yummy
Mummy” titles, perfect to relax with over a
glass of wine or a mug of coffee!
And talking of coffee... now the nights
are drawing in, have you checked out our
coffee... and hot chocolate machine? It’s
well worth coming down to see us for! You
can browse and chat and sip coffee for as
long as you like, with no one hassling you
to buy anything! Not bad eh!

O

n a serious note, we would like to
canvas opinion on a change to library
opening hours .. we want to emphasise that
this is not a CUT IN OPENING HOURS
just a CHANGE we are proposing.
At present, we open until 8pm on a
Tuesday and open at 10.30 on Tuesday and
Thursday. Very few people, often none at
all, use the library between 7pm and 8pm
but several people come in to the library

Development Trust news
Gordon Ash

S

ome 20 new members have been enlisted, taking our
membership to around 140 local people. Retired teacher
Jude Gregor and journalist Anne Balfour have been co-opted onto the Board of the
Trust, whose AGM will now be held on Wednesday 29 September 2010 at the Village
Club starting at 7.30pm. This date move was made to accommodate the Community Plan
discussion groups and holidays.
Our Chair, George Thom, has resigned
from the Board following a stint of around
three years, and the Board will be electing a
new Chair after the AGM. Bob Flashman has
also resigned.
By nature, the summer months are
a quieter period but the SCDT has been
busy in many areas of activity and as a
facilitator, giving support and advice to local
organisations and working groups as well as
a channel for obtaining funds.
Newsletter: following the launch in May,
the next publication will be in October. We
propose three newsletters per calendar year.
Gazebo/BBQ: The SCDT now owns
a 20’ x 10’ quality gazebo and a large half
barrel metal barbecue which can be rented for
£25 and £10 respectively. Contact Lorna Ash
01360 771044.
Membership: We are always keen to
involve more villagers for support and debate.
A one-off fee of £5 secures membership.
Application form is on website:
www.strathblanefield.org.uk
Gazebo for hire. See article.
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between 10 and 10.30 on Monday and
Friday. What we are proposing is to change
the hours of the library to:
10 am every morning
(except Wednesday obviously)
5 pm close Monday and Friday
7 pm close Tuesday and Thursday
1 pm close Saturday
How would you all feel about that?
Could you come down to the library, or
email us on strathblanelibrary@stirling.
gov.uk to let us know your thoughts?
This is just a preliminary sounding out of
opinion, but we really need feedback from
you.
Our October meeting of the Reading
Group will feature “Wolf Hall” by Hilary
Mantel, so, if you would like to join us,
come along on the third Tuesday of the
month at 8 p.m. As ever, we would love to
have new members and Wolf Hall is a great
read and I am sure will spark interesting
views and discussion.

CATHERINE SMITH & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Tax Returns
Bookkeeping
Small business tax
& accounts
Ad-hoc advice
Catherine Smith ACA, CTA

 01360 770989
Catherine@catherine-smith.co.uk

Beading Mad
Jewellery Parties

Design & make earrings,
necklaces, bracelets
Ideal for all ages
******
Ruth Reynolds
 0141 956 6909
mob: 07770596297

We have a few copies of the two books,
Arthur’s Battle on the Moor and The
Arthurian Lake: A Secret History of Loch
Lomond mentioned in Hugh McArthur’s
article in the last issue of the Blane. They
are available for £3 and £3.50 respectively.

Diary dates
Autumn garden seminar
Tues 14 Sept 10.15am to 3pm in the
Albert Hall, Stirling.
Gardening Club
Fridays 17 Sep, 29 Oct, 26 Dec, all
7.30pm in the Kirkrooms
Community Development Trust
AGM
Wed 29 Sep at 7.30pm in the Village Club

8.15pm
Village Club

Guides Autumn Fayre
Sat 2 Oct, 11am to 1pm in the Scout Hall
Community Council
Mondays 4 Oct, 1 Nov, 6 Dec, all 7.30pm
in the school
Scottish Friends of L’Abri
Sat 9 Oct, 10.30am to 2pm in the
Kirkrooms
Coffee morning for charities
Sat 16 Oct, 10.30am to 12.30pm in the
Edmonstone Hall
Fun Hut
Fri 22 Oct, Michael Buble tribute night
Race night - date to be confirmed
Sat 4 Dec, family Xmas fair
Pipe Band
Ceilidh dance 30 Oct.
Xmas Fair
Wed 3 Nov at Duntreath Castle
Information supplied to the village
website for the What’s On section, or
to the library for its events diary, will
automatically be displayed in both.

We wish to reflect the views and opinions
of the whole community without including
anything that would offend anyone. We
would emphasise that the views expressed
in the Blane are not necessarily those of
the editor and he retains the right to have
the final say on any articles included.
Disclaimer
While we do our best not to accept
advertisements
from
irresponsible
companies or individuals, we do not take
responsibility for those that appear in
the newsletter and expect our readers to
exercise due care when choosing to use
one of the services found on these pages.

BLANE TEAM
Morag Roy
770863
roymorag6@yahoo.co.uk
Murray O’Donnell 770748
murray.odonnell@btinternet.
com
Alastair Smith
770120
smith@blanefield.freeserve.
co.uk
Patsy Fischbacher 770716
patsy.fischbacher@virgin.net

Stewart Reid

Plumbing Services

All Domestic Plumbing
and Electrical Work
No job too big or too small
mob: 07590 843607
 01360 771139

sreidplumbing@hotmail.com

T R Electrical Services

Tommy Reynolds
Electrical & Air
Conditioning Installations

mob: 07988639981
 0141 956 6909
tomm.reynolds@virgin.net

If you have any news items, please
contact one of the team or the editor (see
page 4 for details). If you are not confident
at writing but would like to have an article
in the newsletter, we can help by editing it
or writing it if you give us the information.
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Local flora and fauna

W

Then...

e would like to know more about the flora and
fauna of our area. Did you know that grassland/
meadowland is one of the most threatened habitats in
the UK? What do we know about our local meadows,
and how can we make sure they are protected? One
local resident thought they heard a grey partridge in
the low meadow beside the Old Railway next to SW’s
access road. Has anyone seen this bird?
These are some of the wild flowers that can be seen
around the village during spring and summer. We are
now into the fungi season. We
would like to hear from anyone Grey partridge, a
who has any knowledge of the meadowland dweller
on the red list
local wildlife.

...Now
The old mill, was more recently used as a storeroom and a
joiner’s workshop, before being converted to houses.
These
wildflowers
were
photographed around the
village; clockwise from top
left: Common spotted orchid, Devil’s-bit scabious, Germander
speedwell, Redshank, Chicory, Harebell and Eyebright; bottom
right Bird’s-foot-trefoil.

It looks like Alessandro Palmarini is about to pull a fast one on
Headteacher, Sandra Logan, at the Summer Fair. She probably
has a few
tricks of her
own up her
sleeve.
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Home visits can be
arranged to suit

Right: Debbie
Bolton
and
her
sister
have
given
the school a
face lift
to
brighten it up.

